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Abstract

In this graduation thesis, a linear elastic parametric design tool for 3D concrete printed floors with
optimized material use is presented based on the principal stress approach. With the principal
stress approach, it is possible to obtain only axial forces in the main principal stress lines. This
way shear stresses are avoided, resulting in printable lines with the current possibilities of the 3D
concrete printer. The model is built in the Grasshopper (GH) environment, which is a plug-in for
Rhinoceros. The model is divided into 3 parts, in the first part the principal stress lines from the
FEM model Abaqus are obtained. In the 2nd part, the obtained principal stress lines pattern is
converted into a parametric model in which the density of the lines is varied in order to approx-
imate the exact location of the lines. In the 3rd part the optimization takes place, in which a
distinction is made between the beams and the infill. The beams approximate the principal stress
lines and the infill is the area in-between the beams. Using these main stress lines as the basis for
a size optimization approach.

The floor has a square shape and is simply supported on all sides. The principal stress ap-
proach shows that no shear stresses occur in the direction of the principal stresses, however, it also
shows that the shear stresses cannot be prevented in the places where the floor is supported, due
to torsional moments. Therefore, attention is also paid to how the slab can be supported, distin-
guishing between point supports and line support. Numerical examples show how the material can
be distributed optimally to both increases the stiffness of the floor and reduce the shear stresses
around the supports. Two study cases show the potential of the optimization model, in which
the designer himself has an influence on the amount of material he wants to save. Additionally,
the printability of the design approach is shown with a possible print path. However, with an
increasing amount of main stress lines this print path becomes less practical due to the increased
amount of intersections of these lines.

Based on the findings presented in this thesis some important conclusions can be made. First
of all, the principal stress approach provides a good solution for 3D concrete printed floors in
terms of printability. However, the complexity increases as the intersecting lines increase. The
stiffness of the floor can be increased by distributing the material in the beams according to the
moment line distribution. Decreasing the density of the principal stress lines also results in an
increase of stiffness of the floor, with an increase in system height as a consequence. Finally, by
distributing the material in the infill according to the shear force distribution, shear stresses will
be reduced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Need for floor optimization

At first sight concrete floor slabs seem just a separation between two stories of a building, in most
cases they ensure the stability of the building. Buildings are subjected to heavy loads, therefore
floors must ensure both the horizontal as the vertical stability of a building. Because of this, most
of the floor designs have the same solid look. From sustainability point of view, the design of the
slabs is of major importance, since 59% of concrete used in a building is used in slabs. (Wight,
2009). Several ways of reducing the environmental impact of concrete are now being investigated.
One of these possibilities is the 3D printing of concrete. While 3D printing of concrete is still in
its infancy, it has many benefits which makes it really promising.

From sustainability point of view, 3D printing of concrete has the advantage that it is able to
optimize the geometry of structures. Optimizing structures means that it is able to place concrete
only where it is needed, while traditionally poured concrete contains much more concrete than
needed. This leads to more CO2 emissions (3dprintedhouse, 2018). In addition, the ability to
directly print the 3D-designs, which will lead to a reduction of failure costs and environmental
damage. Another advantage is freedom of form. Which traditional concrete, the formwork is the
basis of the shape of the concrete. With 3D concrete printing, no formwork is needed and therefore
different kind of structures are possible (The Smart Slab, 2019).

Unfortunately, 3D concrete printing also has its drawbacks, one of these drawbacks is that the
printer is not yet able to print reinforcement in the vertical direction. Reinforcement in vertical
direction is also reffered to as stirrups. Besides that, with the current possibilities of the 3D
concrete printer a certain print path is needed. So in terms of printability, it is easier to design
structures which have clear lines. One of the methods that is based on lines is the principal stress
method.

1.1.1 Principal stresses

One way to tackle the problem of reinforcement is to design the floor according to the flow of
forces, further only referred to as principal stresses. Principal stresses are defined as the normal
stresses on a plane oriented in such a way that shear stresses vanish (Hsu, T. T. C., & Mo, Y.
L. (2010)). Considering a small piece of concrete, a normal stress is working in the l-direction,
another normal stress is working in the t-direction and two shear stresses are working in both
directions. The principal stresses can be obtained by rotating this piece at a certain angle that the
shear stresses will disappear, see figure 1.1. The principal stresses are numbered conventionally
in descending order of magnitude, σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3, so that they are the maximum, intermediate
and minimum principal stresses. Sign convention is chosen so that the tensile stresses are positive,
while the compressive stresses are negative. Principal stress σ1 represents an extreme value of
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tensile stress while σ3 is an extreme value of compressive stress. The stresses σ1 and σ3 are always
perpendicular to each other (Hsu, T. T. C., & Mo, Y. L. (2010)). By excluding shear stresses only
axial stresses will be left. This results in printable lines which can be seen as individual beams.

Figure 1.1 Principal stresses on a plane (Hsu, T. T. C., & Mo, Y. L. (2010)).

In practice, various examples can be found on floor designs based on principal stress lines. The
ribbed floor system of the Palace of Labour developed by the Italian structural artist Pier Luigi
Nervi is one of the examples, see figure 1.2. The elegant design of this floor system is expressed by
the rib patterns, which aims to the isostatics of the principal moments produced in a corresponding
flat slab system (Halpern, et.al, 2013). The guiding principal of Nervi’s work is the assumption
that force follows stiffness. Nervi designed also two other buildings based on the principal stress
lines, namely the Gatti Wool Factory and the Large Sports Palace.

Researchers at ETH Zurich’s Department of Architecture also designed a floor slab based on
principal stress trajectories. They developed a concrete floor system that does not require steel
reinforcement and is 70% lighter than conventional concrete floors, see figure 1.3 (Hoffmann, 2017).
The design of the floor is based on historical construction principles and techniques. The ribs of
the floor are designed to produce the optimum distribution of compression forces under loading.
The thrust forces are absorbed by a set of steel ties which are connected to the supports.

Figure 1.2 Palace of Labor (Palazzo del Lavoro), Pier Luigi Nervi (Halpern, et.al, 2013).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3 Floor design based on principal stresses, ETH Zürich (Hoffmann, 2017).

1.1.2 Transition from plate to beams

Kirchhof’s theory of plates is a two-dimensional model that is used to determine the stresses and
deformations in thin plates subjected to forces and moments. It is an extension of the Euler-
Bernoulli beam theory. The difference between beams and two-way spanning slabs is that beams
transfer only forces in one direction while two-way spanning slabs have to transfer forces in two
directions introducing torsional moments at the corners. So according to Kirchhoff, a two-way
spanning slab has a bending stiffness in the x-direction, a bending stiffness in the y-direction and
two torsional stiffness’s in both directions (Teddy, 2007). This can be illustrated in the basic
equation of Kirchhoff’s plate theory, see equation 1.1.

D(
d4w

dx4
+
d4w

dy4
+ 2

d4w

dx2dy2
) (1.1)

Where,

Dxx is the bending stiffness in x-direction [N/m]
Dyy is the bending stiffness in y-direction [N/m]
Dxy is the torsional stiffness [N/m]

As earlier stated, designing with principal stress lines results in printable lines which can be
interpreted as individual beams. This results in a transition from a floor structure to a beam
structure. In other words a transition from continuum elements to discrete elements.

1.1.3 Size optimization

Throughout the years a wide variety of optimization techniques have originated to solve optimiza-
tion problems, such as sizing, shape, and topology optimization. In sizing optimization problems,
the design variables are usually geometrical properties such as length, width or thickness of the
part being optimized. This means that the given design domain is constant and thus does not
change throughout the optimization process. In contrast to shape and topology optimization
where the design domain constantly changes. In this case, it is obvious to use size optimization.
This is because the design domain remains the same, in this case it is the stress line pattern in a
slab, and where only the height or thickness is optimized.
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1.2 Research goal and methodology

As earlier stated in paragraph 1.1 3D concrete printing offers the possibility to place concrete only
where it is needed constructively, because of this technique material is saved. However, a floor
still needs to ensure both the horizontal as the vertical stability of a building.
The aim of this research is to optimize material placement in a 3D concrete printed floor, with
the use of sizing optimization and still be able to ensure both the horizontal and vertical stability
of the building. In this study, only pure bending of the floor will be considered, which will be
analysed and optimized in the process. The floor will be simply supported on all edges. Reason
for this is to prevent instability problems of the floor as a result of designing the whole building.

This results in the following research question:

How to optimize material use in a simply supported floor with the current possibilities of a 3D
concrete printer using the principal stress approach?

Therefore some sub-questions need to be answered first.

Sub questions:

- Does the principal stresses approach provide a good solution for 3D concrete printed floors
in terms of printability?
- Is the redistribution of material based on strain energy a good approach?
- And to what extent is the stiffness of the optimized floor comparable to an original massive
concrete floor?
- To what extent does the principal stress approach limit shear stresses in an optimized floor?

1.3 Thesis outline

In this thesis the optimization of a simply supported floor considering the requirements of the
current possibilities of a 3D concrete printer at the Eindhoven University of Technology is studied.
In the first chapter the problem is introduced. The model setup for the optimization is discussed
in chapter 2 of the thesis. This chapter also discusses the choice for the type of software to create
the parametric model. Also attention is given to the used methods for optimization. Chapter 3
contains a shear analysis which is needed for the optimization. The fourth chapter will discuss the
influence of supporting the floor on the shear stresses. In chapter 5, 4 numerical analysis will be
explained, to show how the script works in general. In chapter 6 2 study cases will be shown which
give initial design ideas for a 3D concrete printed floor. Chapter 7 discusses a possible print path
of the floor design. In chapter 8 the conclusions that can be drawn from the study case and the
answers from the research questions will be discussed. Chapter 9 contains the recommendations
for further research and references and additional appendices can be found in chapters 10 and 11.
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Chapter 2

Research model

This chapter contains the analysis of a simply supported floor and shows how this led to the
parametric model. The model is built in the Grasshopper (GH) environment, which is a plug-in
for Rhinoceros. In this research Grasshopper is desirable since large amount of parameters can be
varied and evaluated, however the use of Grasshopper is not necessary. The Grasshopper script
can be found in Annex F. The structural analysis of the parametric model is realized in Abaqus.
Also in this case another FEM software could be implemented as well. Additionally, the Python
language is used to control Abaqus. The optimization algorithm written in python can be found
in Annex G and H.

In this research a linear elastic (LE) approach is used, since a large amount of the 3D concrete
behaviour is linear elastic. Moreover for the design goal of this thesis a non-linear elastic material
behaviour gives unnecessary complexity.

Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the model setup for optimization. In the next paragraphs, the
different parts of the optimization process are described in more detail.

Principal stress line pattern Translation to parametric model Size optimization Final design

Volume update
Beam and in�ll 

height FE analysis
Admissible σ 

and δ and 
strain energy

Abaqus Grasshopper Abaqus

Yes

No

Change volume or 
change in�ll or 

beam height

Figure 2.1 Flow chart floor optimization.

2.1 Principal stress lines pattern

As stated in chapter 1.2, the floor used for the optimization will be simply supported. The geo-
metry and loading conditions used in Abaqus are shown in figure 2.2. The length to width ratio
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h=200 mm

l=5000 mm

w=5000 mm

Figure 2.2 Floor geometry for input Abaqus.

of the floor is equal to 1, which means that the length and width have the same dimensions. The
height of the floor is chosen as 200 mm which is plausible thickness for a concrete floor. The
material properties of 3D printed concrete are simplified from an anisotropic behaviour to an iso-
tropic behaviour. The anisotropic behaviour, orthotropic, is caused by the reduced bond strengths
between layers, compared to the original bulk material (Wolfs et al., 2019). The young’s modulus
is 25000 N/mm2 and as poison’s ratio of 0,3. The loading that is applied is self-weight + evenly
distributed loading of 5 kN/m2. In this study, only a symmetric loading case is used.

For the output, the interesting targets are the principal stresses since these are just axial stresses
without shear stresses. Figure 2.3, on the left, shows the output of the principal stresses σ1 and σ3
on the upper and lower surface of the concrete slab. The output can be explained with Kirchhoff’s
theory. Kirchhoff states that there will be a bending moment in x-direction, a bending moment in
y-direction and 2 torsional moments in both directions (Teddy, 2007). From the yield line pattern
the bending moments can be explained, since bending moments are always perpendicular to these
yield lines. Yield lines are crack patterns of a reinforced concrete floor where the reinforcement
has yielded (Kennedy, 2004). Kirchhoff states that there are also torsional moments, these are
perpendicular to the bending moments and are mainly located at the corners. Combining the
bending - and torsional moments will give the principal stress lines in the slab.

From the Abaqus output of figure 2.3 can be derived that endless number of principal stress
lines are present in the concrete slab. The density of the lines depends on the mesh size, smaller
mesh sizes will produce a higher density of stress lines and vice versa bigger mesh sizes will intro-
duce a lower density of stress lines. As part of this thesis different configurations of main principal
stress lines will be introduced. Which will be compared to each other after size optimization takes
place. The lines between the nodes are always straight and therefore never curved, this to avoid
instability problems. The configurations are shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Output principal stresses Abaqus (left) compared to Kirchhoff’s plate theory (figures
right).

2.2 Translation to a parametric model

As mentioned before the simplified stress line patterns are approximations of the reality, the pre-
cise location and direction of these lines will not be determined. Moreover, this stress line pattern
depends on two parameters, namely a) the type of loading and b) the boundary conditions. This
stress line pattern is only valid for a simply supported floor with an evenly distributed load with
a length-width ratio which is equal to 1. An overview of how different boundary conditions can
influence this stress line pattern can be found in ’Annex A’. The stress line pattern will be gener-
ated with Grasshopper.

Figure 2.4 Configurations derived from the stress line pattern from Abaqus, see left figure 2.3.

2.3 Size optimization

In this part the size optimization will take place, therefore a distinction is made between the
beams and the infill. The beams approximate the principal stress lines and the infill is the area
in-between the beams. The variables chosen for this parametric study are as follows, the first
variable is the height of the beams, the second variable is the height of the infill, the third variable

Size optimization of simply supported 3DCP floors 7
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is the distance between the beams. The width of the beams is not a variable since it is dependent
on the nozzle width of the 3D concrete printer, which is set to be 50 mm. In reality, the TU/e
printing facility provides values between 40 and 60 mm and with small modifications even other
values could be obtained. (see figure 2.5).

5000 

Variable 

5000 

Beam

In�ll

Variable 
Variable 

Figure 2.5 Shape parameters for optimization.

As stated in chapter 1.2, the goal is to optimize to material use for a simply supported 3D concrete
printed floor. To achieve this goal various optimization criteria are needed, one of these criteria
is that the structure must always be in equilibrium to avoid singularities. This means that the
external and internal forces need to be in equilibrium. So the external applied work should equal
the internal work, see equation 2.1.

We = Wi (2.1)

Where,

We is the External work [mJ]
Wi is the Internal work [mJ]

The total internal work of the system can be calculated by summing up all the internal work
done by each individual element, this is also referred to as strain energy. Strain energy indicates
how much energy is present in the system due to the deformation of the structure in its linear
elastic phase, see equation 2.2.

U = F ∗ δ (2.2)

Where,

U is the strain energy [Nmm]
F is the force working on the element [N]
δ is the displacement of the element [mm]
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In linear elastic phase, all external applied work will result in reversible deformation of the struc-
ture. This means that the total internal work is equal to the summation of all strain energies in
the structure, see equation 2.3 and 2.4. In this thesis this will be further only referred to as strain
energy.

Wi = WU (2.3)

It follows that,

We = WU (2.4)∑
(F ∗ δ) for all elements =

∑
(M ∗ l ∗ θ) for all elements

As stated earlier, the optimization is based on the principal stress lines to avoid shear stresses.
However, it is not possible to remove all shear stresses out of the model, since still shear stresses
are left at the corners. In all cases, the shear stresses should not exceed the maximum shear
capacity of the concrete.

In addition to the a) the strain energy and b) the shear stress criteria, also the deformations
and the compression stresses will be taken into account. The tension stresses will not be taken
into account since this research focuses on plain concrete. It is assumed that the tensile stresses
can be absorbed at a later stage by means of tensile reinforcement. In this thesis, the focus is not
on this aspect.

2.4 FEM model

In this part, the modelling of the FEM model will be explained. For this research 3D planar
shells are used in order to model both the beams and the infill. Shells are a mathematical sim-
plification of solids. Shell elements can be utilized for effective results, which can lead to huge
computational time savings since they allow modelling of thin features with fewer mesh elements.
So basically it is a 2D model with a 3D interface. Figure 2.6 shows a simple cross-section of a
floor. The black vertical lines illustrate the beams and black horizontal lines illustrate the infill.
Both the beams and the infill have a certain thickness, this is illustrated with the black dotted
lines. Abaqus gives three options to offset the shell, namely 1) middle surface is the reference
surface, 2) bottom surface is the reference surface, and 3) top surface is the reference surface. The
default is OFFSET=0, which indicates that the middle surface of the shell is the reference surface,
see figure 2.7. In this research the default offset option is used. The area indicated in grey in
figure 2.6 is the area where there is a certain overlap of the material. However, the overlap needs
to be corrected, the technique used in this study is to add the amount of overlapping material
back in the infill. Adding this extra material leads to an increase of the total volume. This total
volume can be corrected by adapting the density. The possible effect of this overlap on the results
is further explained in chapter 5.

Figure 2.6 Method of modelling, from left to right; default model, corrected model.
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH MODEL

Figure 2.7 Reference surface shell element (Abaqus, 2019).

2.5 Final design

In the end, the final optimized floor design is reached when all admissible stresses and deflections
are not exceeded, and when the minimum stiffness of the initial floor has been achieved.

10 Size optimization of simply supported 3DCP floors



Chapter 3

Shear analysis

In this chapter, an analysis for the shear criterion will be given. As stated earlier in chapter 2, the
stiffness is incorporated in the strain energy criterion, in other words the bending moments. In
this criterion the shear forces are lacking. As stated earlier it is not possible to remove all shear
stresses out of the model. Still shear stresses appear at the corners where torsion occurs. For
this reason a shear check is necessary to check whether the shear stresses do not exceed the shear
capacity of concrete when no shear reinforcement is applied. Therefore the shear force capacity of
concrete and the acting stresses are needed.

3.1 Shear force capacity

The shear force capacity of concrete can be determined in three different ways, namely 1) experi-
mentally, 2) using the Eurocode and 3) using the Mohr Coulomb criterion.

Experimentally
One of the possibilities to determine the shear strength of concrete is by conducting tests in the
laboratory. However, these tests will take an extensive amount of time and moreover these tests
are out of the scope of this research.

Eurocode
Another way to determine the shear capacity of concrete is to use the Eurocode. The Eurocode
provides two formulae to determine the shear strength of concrete without shear reinforcement,
see equations 3.1 and 3.2.

vRd,c =
vRd,c

bd
= 0, 12(1 +

√
200

d
)(100ρ1fck)

1
3 (3.1)

vmin = 0, 035k
3
2 f

1
2

ck (3.2)

Where,

vRd,c is the concrete quality [N/mm2]
vmin is the shear force capacity of concrete expressed in stresses [N/mm2]
fck is the characteristic compressive strength of concrete [N/mm2]
Asl is the area of the cross-section of the tension reinforcement [mm2]
d is the height of the cross-section minus the coverage [mm]
bw is the smallest width of the cross-section in the subtracted zone [mm]

ρ1 is
Asl

bwd
≤ 0, 02with d in [mm] (3.3)
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k is (1 +

√
200

d
) ≤ 2, 0with d in [mm] (3.4)

This two formulae are empirical. In formula 3.1 a minimum reinforcement percentage is included
in the formula. With 3D concrete printing, it is not yet possible to reinforce the concrete and
therefore an assumption for the reinforcement percentage is necessary. Due to this variable this
formula is not valid for the scope of this research. Formula 3.2 does not take into account re-
inforcement and is dependent on cross-section height minus te coverage and the characteristic
compressive strength of concrete. Formula 3.4 is therefore more convenient for this study.

Mohr Coulomb criterion
A third method for determining the shear force capacity of concrete is by using the Mohr Coulomb
failure envelope criterion. This describes the shear stresses of brittle materials such as concrete,
where it makes a distinction between tension and compression. It also makes a distinction between
a linear phase and a plastic phase, in the plastic phase there is tear but no necessarily rupture. The
maximum shear strength of concrete according to the Mohr Coulomb criteria can be determined
according to the following equation:

τ = c− σnn ∗ tan(ϕ) (3.5)

Where,

τ is the maximum shear stress [N/mm2]
c is the internal cohesion [N/mm2]
σnn is the normal effective stress [N/mm2]
ϕ is the internal friction angle [degrees]

The internal cohesion and internal friction can be determined by making use of figure 3.1. For
this study, only the tensile strength and compressive strength of 3d printed concrete must be
determined. According tests conducted at Eindhoven University of Technology the compressive
strength σc = 28, 51mPa and tensile strength σt = 4, 29mPa (Wolfs et al., 2019). The internal
cohesion then follows from the figure, it is the distance from the zero point to the intersection
point of the failure envelope and the τns. The normal effective stress needed to obtain the shear
strength according the Mohr Coulomb criterion is location-specific, the highest normal effective
stress does not have to appear at the same location. This will lead to high computational demand,
for this reason it will not be used in this research.

 

Figure 3.1 Mohr Coulomb failure criterion
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CHAPTER 3. SHEAR ANALYSIS

3.2 Shear stresses

The shear stresses can be determined in two ways, namely 1) using the output from Abaqus and
2) manually.

Abaqus output
For the shear check, the governing shear stress is the highest shear stress occurring in the model.
One way to determine the highest shear stress is by using the output generated from Abaqus. The
output from Abaqus is, however, location-specific, the highest stress does not have to appear at the
same location every time. Moreover, the calculations are linear elastic. The stress concentrations
arising from Abaqus are dependent on the mesh size and geometry, and will therefore not be used
in this study.

Manually
A second method to determine the shear stresses is to do this manually. However, it is assumed
that the stress distribution in the floor is everywhere the same. In reality, this is not the case.
Floors show brittle behaviour, they do not have the capacity to redistribute the forces as soon as
something tears at a specific location, so they do not reach the plastic phase. This means that
the governing shear stress is the highest stress, which will occur at the highest reaction force. So
in summary, the final shear stress is the highest reaction force divided by the area that wants to
shear at that specific reaction force. See equation 3.6.

σxy,def =
RFmax

Ashear
(3.6)

Where,

σxydef is the final shear stress [N/mm2]
RFmax is the maximum reaction force [N]
Ashear is the area that will shear [mm2]

The way of supporting the floor has an influence on the shear stresses. In chapter 4 this will
be explained in more depth.

For this research, the choice is made to use equation 3.2 for determining the shear force capa-
city and the shear stresses will be determined manually. In ’Annex B’ this is explained in more
detail.

3.3 Mesh size influence on reaction forces

As earlier stated in chapter 2.1 the mesh size has an influence on the density of the principal stress
lines. For determining the shear stresses it must be excluded that the mesh size has no influence
on the reaction forces. Figure 3.2 shows two different mesh sizes for configuration A with a beam
percentage of 45%, namely a) 100 mm mesh size and b) 200 mm mesh size. The reaction forces
indicated with the red dot will be compared to each other. The reaction force of the mesh size
of 200 mm on this specific point is -1936,4 N. The reaction force of the mesh size of 100 mm on
this specific point is -489,2 N. The two neighbouring reaction forces are -1498 N and -1455,5 N.
So the total reaction force in the red dot is -489,2 + (-1498 + -1455,5) x 0,5 = -1965,9 N. This
has a deviation of 1,52% compared to the 200 mm mesh size. To exclude coincidences, the same
is done at the blue point. The reaction force of the mesh size of 200 mm is 3142,8 N. The total
reaction force of the mesh size of 200 mm is 1908,3 + (1195,4 + 1179,2) x 0,5 = 3095,6 N which
is a diviation of 1,52%. From this it can be concluded that the mesh size has no or very little
influence on the reaction forces.
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Figure 3.2 Influence mesh size on reaction forces, from left to right; 100 mm mesh size, 200 mm mesh size.

Influence infill on shear surface
For determining the shear stresses, the shear surface is quite important. Both the beam surface
and the infill surface are taken into account. In reality, most of the forces will be distributed
through the beams, however, the infill will also have a certain contribution to it. Since it is quite
difficult to predict to what extent the infill will participate, a conservative spread of 200 mm is
assumed, as shown in figure 3.3.

200 mm

50 mm

A

Figure 3.3 Spreading of the infill.
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Chapter 4

Influence type of supporting on
shear stresses

In this chapter, the influence of the supports on the shear stresses will be explained. The simply
supported floor slab can be supported in two different ways, namely 1) on the edge beam and 2)
the support points of the beams, see figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Left; supported on edge, right; supported on support beams.

The distribution of reaction forces between a massive concrete slab supported on the edge, on the
left, and supported on support beams, on the right, are shown in figure 4.2 A. What can be seen
is that the slab, supported on the beams, has clear pressure points. Furthermore, the upward
reaction forces at the edges of the slab, torsional moments, are lower when the plate is supported
on the beams. Since the plate behaves like a beam, it does not experience torsional moments.
In figure 4.2 B the distribution of reaction forces is plotted against the percentage of the volume
that lays in the beams. In the graph, the compression reaction forces and the tension reaction
forces are plotted. The compression reaction forces correspond to the forces that work downwards
and the tension reaction forces correspond to the forces that work upwards. What can be con-
cluded from both graphs is that the tension reaction forces decrease as the beams become higher
(higher % of the beams), however the tension reaction forces do not completely vanish when the
slab is supported on the edge. On the contrary the tension reaction forces do completely vanish
at 60% for the slab which is supported on the beams. This is because of the fact that the plate
completely behaves like a beam on 5 support points where the middle reaction force is lower than
the second and fourth reaction forces as shown in figure 4.2C. When the slab is supported on the
edge beam, it also has clear pressure points. However, it is not able to completely behave like
a beam, since still torsional moments are present. As can be seen from figures 4.2B and 4.2C is
that the reaction forces, especially in compression, for the slab supported on the beams are much
higher than for the slab supported on the edge. The presence of the edge beam, gives the infill
the possibility to transfer its forces directly to this edge beam, as shown in figure 4.2D. This stiff
edge beam behaves like a floor and is able to distribute the forces more even.
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Figure 4.2 The influence type of supporting on the shear stresses. Left; supported on the edge, right; supported
on support beams.

In figure 4.3 and 4.4 an example is shown of the influence of the type of supporting on the shear
stresses. For this example configuration A is used with a volume of a 200 mm concrete floor. On
the vertical axis, the shear stresses are plotted and on the horizontal axis the percentages of the
total volume in the beams is plotted. So 5% means that 5% of the material is placed in the beams
and 95% is placed in the infill and a percentage of 95% means that 95% of the material is placed
in the beams and 5% is placed in the infill.

As can be seen from both graphs is that the shear strength decreases as the height of the floor
increases (higher percentages). This has to do with the crack width of the floor. The larger or
higher the floor, the more energy it has and therefore the more energy is available to increase the
crack. This is simply illustrated with the k-factor in formula 3.4. Also, the shear stresses decrease
as the beams become higher. As the beams become higher, the area that wants to shear increases
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CHAPTER 4. INFLUENCE TYPE OF SUPPORTING ON SHEAR STRESSES

which causes a decrease in shear stresses. For the slab supported on the edge, the compression
shear stresses are much lower than the slab supported on the beams. This is due to the presence
of the stiff edge beam, which is able to distribute the reaction forces more even. This causes a
decrease in the maximum reaction forces and therefore also the shear stresses. The higher the
edge beam, the stiffer it becomes, so the better it can distribute the forces more evenly. From this
point it is more favourable to support the slab on the edge beam. From a practical point of view,
this supporting method is more functional. Moreover, the infill can then be poured more practical
and also moisture problems will be prevented.
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Figure 4.3 Slab supported on the beams, configuration A.
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Figure 4.4 Slab supported on the edge, configuration A.
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Chapter 5

Numerical examples

The optimization algorithm will be used for different numerical examples. These examples offer
the possibility to create an initial design for a 3D concrete printed simply supported floor. For
every numerical example the dimensions of the floor are the same, length = 5m and width = 5 m
and the thickness is 0,2m. In each numerical example, the slab is checked for strain energy and
shear.

5.1 Numerical example 1: Consistency in height

In the first numerical example the material will be evenly distributed throughout the floor, both
the beams and the infill will have an equal height.

Strain Energy
In figure 5.1 the strain energy is plotted against the percentage of the volume that lays in the
beams. From the figure can be observed that the optimum, for this specific case, is at 80% for
configuration A. It is an optimum since the aim is to find a minimum for the strain energy to
achieve at least the same stiffness as the original massive floor, indicated with the black dotted
lines. From 90% it can be seen that strain energy is rising, especially for configuration A. This is
because the infill becomes quite thin, that the local deformations become very high, which results
in higher strain energy. This is especially the case with configuration A, since the spans of the infill
are the largest compared to the other configurations. The configuration with the lowest amount of
principal lines gives the lowest strain energy and results in the most favourable design. However,
fewer lines result in higher floor height, the floor heights are indicated in red dotted lines. A
higher floor height increases the building height and therefore the amount of wind surface will be
increased. This provides for heavier foundations to take up these extra forces, so to what extent
is this sustainable and to what is extent is this an optimum?

Material reduction
In order to guarantee at least the same stiffness with as little material as possible, the material of
the original floor of 200 mm will be reduced to 80% and 50% as shown in figure 5.2. The lines in
red correspond to configuration A till D with a reduction of 20% of the original material and the
lines in blue correspond to configuration A till D with a reduction of 50% of the original material.
From this graph can be concluded that again the optimum lies at 80% for configuration A, but
now with a reduction 50% of the material since this optimum lies underneath the strain energy
of the original massive floor. The separate results for 80% and 50% respectively can be found
in Annex C. From both graphs can also be deduced that there are strange kinks between 20%
and 40%, especially with configurations C and D. This has to do with the overlap of the material
through the way of modeling as explained in chapter 2.4. The influence of this overlap will be
determined by validating the results with a 3D solid model.
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Validation Strain Energy
As earlier stated in chapter 2.4 shells are a mathematical simplification of solids. Therefore
the results of the 2D model will be validated with a 3D solid model with a 10-node quadratic
tetrahedron element (C3D10) For the validation only configuration, A and configuration D will be
shown.
Figure 5.3 shows the strain energy results for configuration A and D for the 2D and 3D model. It
can be concluded that the 2D model is a good approximation of the 3D model with an absolute
difference of 4,6% for configuration A. The table results can be seen in Annex C. The highest
deviation in the results is between 10% and 30%. This is when the beams become higher than
the infill and thus where the translation from a massive floor to a beam structure takes place.
Between 50% and 90%, the 2D model yields almost the same results as the 3D model. From this
figure can also be concluded that the 2D model is still a good approximation of the 3D model
with an absolute difference of 6,0% for configuration D which is slightly higher than configuration
A, see table results Annex C. This increase in deviation is due to higher amount of overlap of
the material compared to configuration A. In addition, this overlap has influence on the results
of the 2D model, whereas in the 3D model this has no influence given the gradual transition of
the results between 10% and 30%. From the results of both figures can be concluded that the 2D
model is a good method for determining the strain energy despite the overlap of material. As can
be seen from figure 5.3 the overlap of material has a minor influence on the results for the strain
energy, however, this does not say that this also applies to the shear stresses.
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Figure 5.3 Validation Strain Energy 2D model with 3D model - Configuration A and D 100% material.

Validation Shear Stresses
Figure 5.4 shows the validation results for the shear stresses for configuration A. The results ob-
tained by the 2D model show the same tendency as the results for the 3D model, however, the
differences are quite large for the shear stresses. Besides that, the 2D model is a conservative
model since it yields higher shear stresses. These stresses are higher because the reaction forces
of the 2D model are higher than the 3D model. These higher reaction forces are caused by the
overlap of the material. Figure 5.5 shows the validation results for the shear stresses for config-
uration D. From this figure can be concluded that the differences between the 2D model and the
3D model are becoming higher. What also can be seen is that from 30% the 2D model shows the
same tendency as the 3D model. The reason for this is that from 30% the beams become higher
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than the infill. This means increasing the overlap of material increases the differences in shear
forces between 2D and 3D. The overall conclusion is that the 2D model is a simplification of the
3D model which yields higher shear stresses compared to the 3D model. It is concluded that the
2D model is not able to give a good approximation of the shear stresses and therefore, the 3D
model is used to determine these shear stresses.The table results can be seen in Annex C.
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Figure 5.5 Validation Shear Stresses 2D model with 3D model - Configuration D 100% material.

Shear Check
For the shear stresses only the results for the 50% reduction of material will be shown and ex-
plained. The results for 100% and 80% can be seen in Annex C. Figures 5.6 till 5.9 show the results
for configurations A till D. The results correspond to the results shown in chapter 4. Additionally
is that the shear stresses, caused by a tension force, decrease as the height of the beams increase
and are almost in every case governing over the shear forces which are caused by a compression
force. The shear stresses in the infill increase as the beams become higher. This has to do with
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the decrease of the shear area as a result of a decrease in the infill height. The shear stresses in the
infill are the highest for configuration A since the spans of the infill are the largest compared to the
other configurations. Throughout the configuration, it can be seen that the shear stresses increase
for higher percentages. This has to do with the decrease of the shear area since the beam height
becomes shorter throughout the configurations. In summary, for this specific case configuration
A is the best configuration since the shear capacity is higher than the shear stresses for 40% to
95%. For configuration B this holds from 50% to 95%, for configuration C this holds from 60% to
95% and for configuration D this holds from 70% to 95%.
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Figure 5.6 Shear Stresses Configuration A - 50% material.
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Figure 5.7 Shear Stresses Configuration B - 50% material.
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Figure 5.8 Shear Stresses Configuration C - 50% material.
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Figure 5.9 Shear Stresses Configuration D - 50% material.

In order to allow the floor to fail at a higher percentage of volume in the beams, either the shear
capacity needs to be increased or the shear stresses need to be decreased. The shear capacity
can be increased by choosing a higher concrete quality, however a higher concrete quality is less
sustainable. Moreover, this thesis focuses on the material use optimization and not the material
matrix optimization. Therefore using a higher concrete quality is not an option. The other option
is reducing the shear stresses by either reducing the reaction forces or increasing the shear area.
This can be done by distributing the material, for instance the infill, in another manner.
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5.2 Numerical example 2: Variation in height infill

Two options are possible for distributing the infill, namely by allowing each infill plate to have a
different height or by letting the distribution of the infill proceed like the shear force distribution.
This means that more material must be placed on the sides than in the middle. The distribu-
tion of the infill of the different configurations is shown in figure 5.10. Each colour symbolizes a
certain height, so this means that configuration A contains only 2 different infill heights and the
rest of the configurations contain 3 different infill heights. This is because configuration A cannot
contain more than 2 infill heights due to the limited number of beams that are present. Thus, the
distribution of the infill according to the shear force distribution will be relatively more difficult
to achieve compared to configurations B, C, and D.

Figure 5.10 Distribution infill, from left to right: Configuration A, B, C, D.

Strain Energy
The reason for distributing the infill according to the shear force distribution is to decrease the
shear stresses. However, this also has some consequences for strain energy. In figure 5.11 the
results for the strain energy are plotted for 100% of the initial material as a result of the redistri-
bution of the infill. It can be derived that the optimum achieved by redistributing the infill, at 70%
configuration A, is higher than the optimum achieved before from figure 5.1, at 80% configuration
A. This has to do with the fact that the infill in the middle area becomes too thin with an increase
in the percentage of the beams. This can also be seen very clearly at percentages of 80% and
higher, whereby strain energy suddenly increases and rises above the strain energy of the solid
floor. This is of course also quite logical since this distribution of the infill is based on the shear
force distribution, in order to reduce the shear stresses. The disadvantage of this distribution,
however, is that less material remains in the middle for the stiffness, so that higher values for
strain energy can be observed for the optimum. This is also the explanation for the fact that the
optimums have shifted to the left. Between 5% and 20%, the strain energy for configuration A is
higher than the solid floor. This is, of course, a very strange trend, but this is probably because
the infill only has two different heights. As a result, a pressure arc cannot really be created like
the other configurations due to the limited number of beams present.
The same can be said about the results when there is a reduction of material, the results of these
graphs can be found in Annex C.
Figure 5.12 shows the relative differences in the strain energy for the optimum of this model com-
pared to the model in which the infill is evenly distributed. From this figure can be concluded that
the biggest differences are found in configuration A. This is due to the fact that with configuration
A it is difficult to distribute the infill according to the shear distribution since the infill only has
two different heights. Also the spans of the infill are much larger for configuration A compared to
the other configurations, which also explains why the differences become higher as the material
reduction increases. Throughout the configurations these differences are becoming less.
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In summary, to achieve optimal strain energy, the distributing of the infill is not sufficient, since a
lot of height is lost in the middle. As a result, the beams must also be distributed differently, by
distributing them, for instance according to the moment line. This creates height in the middle,
which will then probably result in a stiffer floor.

Shear Check
For the shear stresses likewise only the results for the 50% reduction of material will be shown
and explained. The results for 100% and 80% can be seen in Annex C. Figures 5.13 till 5.16
show the results for configurations A till D. From the graphs can be concluded that they show a
similar behaviour as figures 5.7 till 5.10. The tension shear stresses decrease as the height of the
beams increases since the floor behaves more like a beam structure. However what also can be
concluded is that the shear stresses have decreased due to an increase of the shear area by distrib-
uting more material at the sides. Additionally, the shear stresses have decreased by distributing
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more material to the sides. This has to do with the fact that more material, from the infill, can
be transferred directly to the edge beam. This ensures that the edge beam can behave more stiff,
allowing it to distribute the forces more evenly. Throughout the configurations, the shear stresses
increase, which has to do with a decrease of the beam height. Configuration C shows a different
trend, this will probably have to do with how the material is distributed. In the first instance,
for example, configuration A met the shear check from a percentage of 40% (see figure 5.7). By
distributing more infill at the sides, configuration A now met the shear check from a percentage
of 30%. However the downside of distributing more infill at the sides is that in the middle are
the infill becomes extra thin which becomes governing and fails from a percentage of 80%. So
configuration A holds from 30% to 80% in comparison to an even distribution of the infill it held
from 40% to 95%. So in summary, distributing more material to the side does indeed reduce the
shear stresses, but care must be taken that the infill does not become too thin in the middle area
so that it becomes governing.
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5.3 Numerical example 3: Variation in height beams

In this numerical example, the height of the beams is variated.This is done by allowing the distri-
bution of the beams to proceed like the moment line. This means that the beams in the middle
become higher than the beams on the edges. The distribution of the beams of the different con-
figurations is shown in figure 5.17. Each colour symbolizes a certain height. From this figure,
it can be deduced that due to the presence of the many beams in configurations C and D, the
distribution of the moment line can be simulated better than, for example, configurations A and
B.

 

Figure 5.17 Distribution beams, from left to right: Configuration A, B, C, D.

Strain Energy
In figure 5.18 the results for the strain energy are plotted for 100% of the initial material as a
result of the redistribution of the beams. From this graph can be derived that the optimum, which
is at 80% configuration A, is lower than the optimum what was achieved from an even distribution
of the material, see figure 5.1. This results from the fact that the beams, which are located in the
middle area of the slab, become much higher. As a fact this increases the stiffness of the slab,
which results in a decrease in strain energy.
In addition, it can also be concluded that within the configurations the optimums shift to the right.
It implies that more material needs to be placed in the beams as the configurations increase, in this
case configuration D is higher than A, in order to find the optimum for strain energy. The reason
for this is that the own weight is less governing for higher configurations since a small amount of
the material is placed in the middle area compared to lower configurations. The difference between
configuration A and D is that in configuration A the middle beams have a much larger volume (i.e.
much more own weight) than configuration D. So at a certain moment, not the highest beams are
the optimum since the own weight becomes governing. This trend can also be observed in lesser
sizes in configurations B and C where the optimum gradually shifts to the right.
However, the optimum found in configuration A is not realistic as the floor height is too high,
namely more than 1000 mm. So it is much more interesting to look at lower floor heights, which
can be achieved by reducing the volume. The material of the original floor of 200 mm will be re-
duced to 80% and 50% as shown in figure 5.19. The separate results for 80% and 50% respectively
can be found in Appendix C. The same conclusion can be drawn from this graph as figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.20 shows the relative differences for the optimums in strain energy of this model compared
to the model in which the beams are evenly distributed. From this graph can be derived that an
uneven distribution of the beams yields lower values for strain energy. Moreover, by reducing the
volume the strain energy will be reduced even more.
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Figure 5.20 Percentage differences in strain energy between even and uneven distribution of the beams at the
optimum.

Shear Check
For the shear stresses only the results for the 50% reduction of material are shown in figures 5.21
to 5.24. The results for 100% and 80% can be seen in Appendix C. The uneven distribution of
the beams would lead to an increase in shear stresses as the shear area decreases. Initially, the
floor was adequate from 40% and now the floor is adequate from 55%. This is clearly visible in
configuration A where the shear stresses have increased due to the loss of the height of the beams
at the edge. In the other configurations, the opposite can be seen, namely, the shear stresses
decrease as a result of the uneven distribution of the beams. This has to do with the fact that
the difference in height between the infill and the edge beam becomes very small, which causes
the edge beam to behave very stiff as a floor. This ensures that the forces are distributed more
evenly, reducing the maximum reaction forces, as shown in Figure 5.25. The decrease of these
reaction forces is decisive in relation to the decrease of the shear surface, which reduces the shear
stresses. This is illustrated for configuration B in Figure 5.26. From figures 5.21 to 5.24 can also
be concluded that the infill is less governing compared to an uneven distribution of the infill. So
in summary, the stiffness of the floor can be increased by increasing the beam height in the middle
of the floor, however, this has an impact on the shear stresses both in negative as in a positive
way.
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Figure 5.21 Shear Stresses Configuration A - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams.
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Figure 5.22 Shear Stresses Configuration B - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams.
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Figure 5.23 Shear Stresses Configuration C - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams.
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Figure 5.24 Shear Stresses Configuration D - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams.
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Con�guration A

Con�guration B

Figure 5.25 Distribution of the reaction forces between configuration A and B.
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Figure 5.26 The decrease in reaction forces and shear area due to the uneven distribution of the beams -
Configuration B - 50% reduction.
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5.4 Numerical example 4: Variation in height beams and
infill

The previous sections have shown how the stiffness of the floor can be increased and how the shear
stresses can be reduced by varying the infill and beams. It was also shown that the stiffness and
the shear stresses depend on each other. Increasing the stiffness in most cases also increases the
shear stresses and vice versa. In this chapter, the previous methods are combined to increase the
stiffness of the floor and reduce the shear stresses, as shown in figure 5.27.

 

Figure 5.27 Distribution beams and infill, from left to right: Configuration A, B, C, D.

Strain Energy
Figure 5.28 shows the results for the strain energy for 100% of the initial material as a result
of the redistribution of the beams and the infill. This graph shows that the optimum is always
at configuration A, the configuration with the least number of principal lines. However, it has
also been shown that this is not necessarily the actual optimum since fewer lines provide a higher
storey height, which indirectly causes sustainability problems. What can also be concluded from
the graph is that from a percentage of 90% the strain energy rises rapidly, especially with config-
uration A, which was also observed earlier with only the uneven distribution of the infill. This has
to do with the fact that the infill in the middle area becomes so thin that the local deformations
become very large, which results in high strain energy. With only the irregular distribution of
the infill this happened from a percentage of 80%, now this is only from 90%. This is because
the distribution of the beams in the middle area corrects these high strain energy values. For a
percentage of 5% the strain energy for configuration A is higher than the solid floor. This is, of
course, a very strange trend, but this is probably because the infill only has 2 different heights.
As a result, a pressure arc cannot really be created like the other configurations due to the limited
number of beams present. The same can be said about the results when there is a reduction of
material, the results of these graphs can be found in Appendix C.
When the optimums are compared with the even distribution of beams and infill, the following
graph is obtained, see figure 5.29. This graph shows the relative differences between the uneven
distribution of beams and infill and the even distribution of beams and infill. From this graph, it
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can be concluded that the strain energy becomes lower, i.e. a stiffer floor, if the beams and infill
are distributed unevenly. This has to do with the fact that the beams in the middle area ensure a
high stiffness of the floor despite the thin infill in the middle area. However, what also can be seen
is that these differences become smaller when there is reduction material. This has to do with the
fact that the thin infill in the middle area becomes decisive in relation to the beams in the middle
area. This is best seen in configuration A as the infill has the largest span in this configuration.
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Shear Check
The results for the shear stresses for a 50% reduction of material are shown in figures 5.30 to 5.33.
The results for 100% and 80% of the original material can be found in Annex C. From the graphs
can be concluded they a similar behaviour as figures 5.7 till 5.10. The shear stresses, caused by
a tension force, decrease as the height of the beams increases since the floor behaves more like a
beam structure. In addition, for configurations A, B and C it can be seen that the shear stresses
have decreased compared to the equal distribution of the material. By simultaneously distributing
the beams and infill unevenly, the difference in height between the beams and infill at the edge
beam becomes very small. This causes the beam to become very stiff and the forces are evenly
distributed. This causes the maximum reaction forces to decrease. This reduction in reaction
forces is more decisive than the reduction of the shear surface, which causes the shear stresses to
decrease. In configuration D, the difference in height between the beams and infill is that small
that the edge beam almost completely behaves like a floor. This increases the torsional moments
in the corners. This is clearly shown in figure 5.32 where the shear stresses, caused by reaction
forces in tension, increase.
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Figure 5.30 Shear Stresses Configuration A - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams and infill.
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Figure 5.31 Shear Stresses Configuration B - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams and infill.
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Figure 5.32 Shear Stresses Configuration C - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams and infill.
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Figure 5.33 Shear Stresses Configuration D - 50% material - Uneven distribution beams and infill.
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Chapter 6

Study cases

The numerical examples, explained in chapter 5, have shown the possibilities of the model to get
initial design ideas for a simply supported 3D concrete printed floor. In these numerical examples,
the focus was mainly on strain energy and shear stresses. However, other aspects are also im-
portant for the design, such as the deflection and normal stresses. On the basis of the numerical
examples, 2 study cases are given in this chapter which show the possibilities of this model to
optimize for material usage. The study cases are checked for the following aspects, namely the
shear stresses, the compression stress, and the deflection. In addition, the same stiffness as the
initial floor must be achieved. For both study cases, the dimensions are 5x5 meters with an even
distributed loading of 5 kN/m2 and self-weight.

Study Case 1
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Figure 6.1 Study Case 1

In the first study case a floor is designed for a building in which the height of the floor is important,
for instance in the housing sector. For this reason, there is an additional requirement, which is
that the maximum height of the floor may not exceed 300 mm. From Chapters 5.3 and 5.4 it was
concluded that the uneven distribution of the beams is only beneficial if there are less strict height
requirements, so it is not obvious to use this method. This means that only the even distribution
of the material and the uneven distribution of the infill are an option for this study case. In order
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to meet the requirement of 300 mm, as little material as possible must be present in the beams.
Figures 5.6 to 5.9 have shown that the floor does not meet the shear requirements when the amount
of material given in percentages in the beams is low. In Chapter 5.2 a solution is offered to lay
more infill on the edges than in the middle in order to distribute the reaction forces more evenly
and thus reduce the shear stress. From figure 5.2 was concluded that a 50% reduction of material
is not realistic to meet the height requirement for this study case. In addition from figure 5.11 was
concluded that configurations A en B are also unable to meet the height requirements. For this
reason, only the infill is distributed unevenly in this study case. Figure 6.2 shows the strain energy
results for the uneven distribution of the infill for configurations C and D for 100% and 80% of the
initial material. The dotted red line in figure 6.2 represents the strain energy of the initial floor
with a height of 200 mm. For the optimization, only cases which give a similar or lower value for
the strain energy are considered. However, all cases below this red line do not meet the maximum
requirement of 300 mm. The only 3 possibilities that come close to meet both requirements are
indicated with the red crosses. The optimum to meet both requirements for strain energy and the
height is found at a material reduction of 12%. The geometry for a 12% reduction material can
be found in figure 6.1
The slab is sufficient for admissible stresses (compression = 4,315 N/mm2 ≤ 28,51 N/mm2 and
shear 0,18 N/mm2 ≤ 0,3839 N/mm2) as well as for stiffness in deflection (1,228 mm ≤ 16,67 mm)
control using a limit of span/300. The maximum span of the infill is 500 mm, so the maximum
allowed deflection is 1,67 mm. The strain energy is 68617,4 mJ, which is below the value of 70902,3
mJ. The structural analysis results of Abaqus of this study case can be found in Annex D.
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Figure 6.2 Strain Energy - 100%, 80% and 50% volume - Configuration C en D - Uneven distribution of the infill.

This design has shown that with the uneven distribution of the infill the requirements can be met
with a material reduction of 12%. Within this design, it can also be examined whether better
results can be obtained by distributing the infill more gradually. For this purpose, 3 variants have
been made in which only the infill is distributed differently and in which the height of the beams
is kept the same, as shown in figure 6.3. Therefore the more material is placed in the middle, the
larger the deflection becomes. This has to do with the fact that the self-weight of the material in
the middle becomes governing in relation to the variable loading. This leads to the strain energy
of the initial floor being exceeded. In addition, the shear stresses increase as less material is placed
at the edges. This is because the edge beam loses stiffness, which increases the maximum reaction
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forces. It can be concluded from this that it is better to have more of a solid shape at the edges
and more of a beam structure in the middle.
In summary, by distributing the material unevenly, 12% of the material is reduced, which is equi-
valent to 1440 kg for a 200 mm thick concrete slab. In addition, the strain energy was reduced by
3.2% and the height of the floor increased by 49.2%.
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Figure 6.3 Infill options within study case 1.
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Figure 6.4 shows a number of cross-sections in which the stresses are checked. Figure 6.1 in-
dicates the location at which these cross-sections are taken.
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Figure 6.5 Study Case 2

In the 2nd study case, a floor is designed for a building where lightweight appearance and aesthet-
ics are key aspects in the design. The height of the floor is therefore of less importance. Similar
to study case 1, the first requirement is the stiffness of the floor which must be at least equal to
the stiffness found for the initial floor of 200 mm. It was concluded from figures 5.19 and 5.28
that high stiffness can be obtained by unevenly distributing the beams. In most cases this had
consequences for the shear stresses. By distributing the infill unevenly, the shear problem could
be solved. From the numerical examples was also concluded that the slab with the least amount of
yield lines yields the highest stiffness. For this reason, configurations C and D are not an option.
For this study case only the combination of the uneven distribution of the beams and the infill is
considered for configurations A and B.
Figure 6.6 shows the strain energy results for the uneven distribution of the beams and infill for
configurations A and B for 50% and 60% reduction of the initial material. Only the cases which
give a similar or lower value for the strain energy are considered. Therefore, all cases above the red
dotted line are not considered. The expectation was that the highest stiffness could be obtained
with configuration A. However, it can be seen that configuration A becomes worse than configur-
ation B as more than 50% of the material is reduced. This has to do with the fact that the infill in
configuration A has larger spans than configuration B, which means that large local deformations
occur in configuration A. With a 60% reduction of the material, only 3 options remain, all of which
are from configuration B. With a reduction of 61%, the strain energy exceeds the requirement of
the initial floor, shown with the green triangle. This means that the optimum lays at a reduction
of 60%. This slab is illustrated in figure 6.5.

The slab is sufficient for admissible stresses (compression = 3,152 N/mm2 ≤ 28,51 N/mm2 and
shear = 0,242 N/mm2 ≤ 0,375 N/mm2) as well as for stiffness in deflection (1,296 mm ≤ 16,67
mm) control usng a limit of span/300. The maximum span of the infill is 833 mm, so the maximum
allowed deflection is 2,78 mm. The strain is 63499,8 mJ, which is below the value of 70902,3 mJ.
The structural analysis of this study case can be found in Annex D.
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Figure 6.6 Strain Energy - 50% and 40% of the total volume - Configuration A en B - Uneven distribution of the
beams and infill.

This design has shown that with the uneven distribution of the beams and infill the requirements
can be met with a material reduction of 60%. Within this design, it can also be examined whether
better results can be obtained by distributing the infill and beams in another fashion. For this
purpose, 3 variants have been made in which both the infill and beams are distributed differently,
as shown in figure 6.7.

From figure 6.7 can be concluded that option 2, which has higher beams in the middle, yields
lower strain energy results. In addition, it meets all the other requirements. This means that
within this variant another optimization can take place. This is shown with option 2.2 where 62%
material reduction is applied instead of 60%. From this it can be concluded that the strain energy
still meets the requirements, however, shear stresses exceed the shear strength. So the optimum
will be somewhere between 60% and 62% reduction of the initial material. On the other hand
option 3 shows that decreasing the height of the beams has an influence on the stiffness as the
strain energy of the initial floor is exceeded. From these results can be concluded that option 2
would be the optimum regardless the height of the floor.

In summary, by distributing the material unevenly for option 2, 60% of the material is reduced,
which is equivalent to 7200 kg. In addition, the strain energy is reduced by 17,9% and the height
of the floor increased by 367,2% in the middle of the slab, which is equal to 734,4 mm and 15,3%
at the edges of the slab, which is equal to 230,6 mm.
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Figure 6.7 3 variations of optimum study case 2.
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Figure 6.8 shows a number of cross-sections in which the stresses are checked. Figure 6.5 in-
dicates the location at which these cross-sections are taken.
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σc = -0,787 N/mm2  ≤   -28,51 N/mm2  
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U = 0,755 mm  ≤   2,78 mm  






Results

Section 1
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Results

Section 3

Figure 6.8 Section checks, see location figure 6.5.
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Chapter 7

Print path

In this thesis, it has been assumed until now that the possible tension forces can be solved with ten-
sion reinforcement. When determining the print path, it is important to include the reinforcement
in the design. 3 possibilities are possible to reinforce the slab, namely 1) traditional reinforcement,
2) cable reinforcement and 3) fiber reinforcement. With traditional reinforcement, a robot could
place a reinforcement bar between each printed layer. The disadvantage of this method is that
each reinforcement bar has to fit exactly in the middle, also there has to be sufficient coverage.
Therefore this method is less suitable. The second method is to print a reinforcement cable dir-
ectly into the concrete. The advantage of this method is that the cable is always in the middle of
the printed layer. Cable reinforcement has the ductility of traditional reinforcement but not yet
the tensile strength. The third method is to apply fiber reinforcement to obtain strain hardening.
In order to obtain strain hardening, more research needs to be done, which makes this method
less suitable for this research.
In this chapter a possible print path for study case 2 will be provided as discussed in chapter
6 as shown in figure 7.1. The design of the print path is based on method 2, in which cable
reinforcement will be applied. In this method it is important that the path of the cable should be
continuous, following the bending moments. The floor contains 5 printing beds, each with its own
print paths. The beginning of each print path is indicated with the red triangle and the end is
indicated with the black circle. The red lines indicate that the printer should either stop printing
or that the material to be printed should be removed. Another possibility is that the nozzle needs
to be designed with a certain backflow that ensures that the printer follows the print path without
printing. For an optimal print path it is convenient when the start and end locations of each layer
are at the same position, however, due to the many intersecting lines, this is not always possible.
For configurations C and D this becomes more and more complex. Printing bed 1 shows that the
intersecting lines in the middle are not continuous, while the bending moments are greatest in the
middle. This means that these beams become secondary, which has an effect on the structural
behaviour of the floor. However, this could perhaps be solved by inserting a crossing reinforcement
bar between each printed layer.
In total, the slab features 73 printed layers, divided into 5 printing beds. Each layer has a width
of 50 mm, depending on the nozzle width, and a height of 10 mm. The first printing bed features
23 layers, with a length of 101,2 m each, and a total print path length of 2,33 km. Printing bed 2
features 9 layers, with a length of 55,3 m each, and a total print path length of 0,50 km. The third
printing bed features 4 layers, with a length of 24,9 m each, and a total print path length of 0,10
km. Printing bed 4 features 14 layers, with a length of 24,3 m each, and a total print path length
of 0,34 km. Printing bed 5 features 23 layers, with a length of 13,0 m each, and a total print path
length of 0,30 km. The total print path of the slab is approximately 3,57 km. The material to be
removed has a total print path length of 570 m. This is in total of 684 kg waste of material. The
infill, which is between the beams, is poured in, the beams work in principle as a formwork.
In annex E a possible print path is shown in which configuration A is optimized. With the same
amount of material used as in study case 2, configuration A has a total material waste of 389 kg.
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1 Printing bed 1 = 23 layers

2 Printing bed 2 = 9 layers 

5 Printing bed 5 = 23 layers

4 Printing bed 4 = 14 layers

3 Printing bed = 4 layers 

Remove of material

Start

Legend

End

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 7.1 Possible print path - Study case 2.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The goal of this graduation project is formulated and explained in the first part of this report:
Optimize material use in a simply supported concrete floor using the principal stress approach,
considering the influence of the 3D concrete printing process. This part takes a look back on that
goal, by linking the made decisions to this goal and giving conclusions based on it.

The principal stresses approach provides a good solution for 3D concrete printed floors in terms of
printability, partly because the principal stresses are separate lines. Moreover, the thickness of the
beams can be adjusted on the nozzle of the printer. In chapter 7 a possible print path is shown.
Due to the many intersecting lines it is difficult to have the start and end locations of each layer at
the same position, moreover reinforcement has to be taken into account. The complexity increases
as the intersecting lines increase, like for instance in configuration D. With the current possibilit-
ies of the printer it is certainly possible to create a print path, but this is not an optimal print path.

Strain energy indicates how much energy is stored in the system due to the deformation of the
structure in its linear elastic phase. It can be stated that the strain energy approach is a good
instrument to measure the stiffness of the system using different redistributions of material. It
follows from the numerical examples that the stiffness of the floor can be increased by laying more
material in the beams than the infill. However, it also shows that not too much material should
be placed in the beams as the infill becomes very thin, so that the local deformations become
governing. The strain energy approach also shows that with configurations A and B a higher
stiffness can be obtained compared to configurations C and D as a larger height of the beams can
be realized. From study case 2 it can be concluded that with the least number of principal stress
lines the highest stiffness can be obtained up to a reduction of 50%. Material reductions higher
than 50% will cause that the least number of lines will not always get the highest stiffness.. This
is due to the fact that the spans of the infill become large, so that local deformations become
governing, which results in a decrease in the stiffness of the floor.

The study cases have shown that the designer has control over the amount of material he wants
to save. From study case 1 can be concluded that 12% material can be reduced while at the
same time ensuring the same stiffness of the initial floor if the height of 300 mm is an important
requirement. If the height is of less importance, 60% of the material can be saved.

The principal stress approach shows that no shear stresses occur in the direction of the prin-
cipal stresses, however, it also shows that the shear stresses cannot be prevented in the places
where the floor is supported, due to torsional moments. In the numerical examples, a solution is
offered by placing more material in the infill at the edges. Which causes the edge beam to become
stiffer so that the forces distribute more evenly, resulting in a decrease of the maximum shear
stresses. The principal stress approach illustrates that this method is only effective if the edge
beam is sufficiently stiff.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS

Practical conclusions
- A low density of the main principal stress lines results in high stiffness of the floor and vice
versa.
- By distributing the material in the infill according to the shear force distribution, the shear
stresses will be reduced.
- The stiffness of the floor can be increased by distributing the material in the beams according
to the moment line distribution.
- The optimal material distribution between the beams and the infill, for this specific floor geo-
metry, is about 70% with a deviation of 10% to obtain a stiff floor. Percentages lower than this
percentage result in a decrease in stiffness due to loss of height. Percentages higher than this
percentage also result in a decrease in the stiffness due to a decrease in infill height. For other
floor geometries, this may not be the case.
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Chapter 9

Recommendations

In this chapter, recommendations are given based on the findings and results generated by this
study. The applied principal stress line pattern in this study is the result of a number of assump-
tions. This study is based on a simply supported floor with an evenly distributed load with a
length to width ratio which is equal to 1. This means that this stress line pattern only is valid for
these conditions. The use of other boundary conditions or the use of asymmetric loading will lead
to a different stress line pattern. An optimum has to be found in this, which means that more
research in this area needs to be performed.

In addition, improvements can be made in determining the exact location of the stress line pat-
tern. In this study, this pattern was already known in advance, by introducing 4 configurations,
the location of the principal stress lines could be approached. The exact location of the principal
stress lines could perhaps be determined by retrieving the vector output from the FEM model
to the parametric model. By scripting the exact location of the principal stresses from the FEM
model, it makes it more accessible to adjust the geometry, load and boundary conditions of the
floor.

In this study, it was decided not to use the output of Abaqus to determine the shear stresses.
The stress concentrations arising from Abaqus are dependent on the mesh size and geometry,
moreover, the output of Abaqus is location-specific. At a later stage, however, it is of interest
to determine the exact shear stresses and to verify the shear stresses that have been established
in this research. This also applies to the influence of the infill for the shear stresses. It has now
been assumed that the infill will have a minor influence, with a spread of 200 mm assumed in a
T-beam. The exact influence of the infill can be determined, for example, by carrying out experi-
mental research. Another important aspect which needs some further research is the force transfer
between the beams with unequal heights. In the current model, stress concentrations arise at the
transition between beams. These sharp angles in the design require special care in further studies,
while these stress concentrations might not occur to the same extent in reality.

In this study, it has been assumed that the beams and the infill have the same material properties.
However, the concrete used for printing the beams has different properties than the concrete used
for pouring the infill. The influence of the use of different qualities of concrete will have to be
further investigated.

Chapter 7 shows a possible way to print the floor. However, it also shows that the print path can
be quite complex due to the many intersecting lines. This complexity increases with an increase
in the number of intersecting lines. The author suggests a nozzle designed with a backflow, so
the material flow can be stopped for short periods of time without having to change the pumping
frequency. By increasing the number of intersecting lines, very sharp corners will develop. At a
later stage, consideration should be given to designing print paths that can handle the maximum
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CHAPTER 9. RECOMMENDATIONS

acceptable angles that the printer is allowed to make. In this study, an optimization was first
carried out and a print path was only designed afterward. In order to prevent problems with, for
example, arming the print path, the print path should be included in the optimization process
beforehand. So this means that both the constructive and the generic aspects have to be taken
into account in the optimization.

Finally, experimental research should be performed to validate the numerical results. For this
purpose, one of the study cases can be printed and tested with the same load conditions. The
experimental research should yield comparative results as obtained in the numerical research. The
above-mentioned discrepancies between the model and reality may, however, induce a certain error.
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CHAPTER 11. APPENDIX

11.1 Annex A: Influence boundary conditions on principal
stresses

This annex gives an overview of the influence of different kind of boundary conditions on the
principal stresses trajectories.

Yield line pattern Bending moments Torsional moments 1ST & 2nd principal stresses

Figure 11.1 Influence boundary conditions on principal stresses
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11.2 Annex B: Shear analysis

This annex provides an explanation of the chosen methods for the shear analysis. Figure 10.2
and 10.3 give the results for the different methods for the shear strength and the shear stresses
of concrete, with and without the Mohr Coulomb Criterion. For this example configuration, A is
used with a volume of a 200 mm concrete floor. In this case, the plate will be supported on the edge.

From this figure can be concluded that the results for the Vrd,c and the Vmin are close to each
other. This is due to the fact that both formulae depend on the same variables, namely 1) the
characteristic compressive strength of concrete and 2) the height of the cross-section minus the
coverage. However, Vrd, c also depends on the reinforcement percentage, in this case 4 bars of
a diameter of 2 mm is used as an assumption. The Mohr-Coulomb criterion yields high shear
strength results, this is because the normal effective stress needed for obtaining the shear strength
is location-specific, the highest normal effective stress does not have to appear at the same location
every time. This will lead to high computational costs, for this reason it will not be used in this
research. So Vmin gives a better representation of the shear strength of concrete.

The shear stresses can be determined in two ways, namely 1) using the output from Abaqus
and 2) manually. The results that Abaqus provides are also location-specific. This is best illus-
trated by a percentage of 95% where the stresses increase drastically. This is due to the fact that
the infill becomes so thin that the highest shear stress is concentrated in the infill instead of the
sides. As stated earlier in chapter 3.2, the calculations in Abaqus are linear elastic. So to what
extent are the stress concentrations arising from Abaqus realistic, since these are dependent on
the mesh and the geometry. From this reason, the shear stress output from Abaqus will not be
taken into account.

Shear stress_Abaqus

Shear stress_Manually

Shear strength_Vrd,c

Shear strength_Vmin

Con�guration A_100% volume_supported on edge_without Mohr Coulomb Criterium

Figure 11.2 Shear analysis without Mohr Coulomb criterion
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Shear stress_Abaqus

Shear stress_Manually

Shear strength_Vrd,c

Shear strength_Vmin

Shear strength_Mohr Coulomb

Con�guration A_100% volume_supported on edge_with Mohr Coulomb Criterium

Figure 11.3 Shear analysis with Mohr Coulomb criterion
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11.3 Annex C: Numerical examples

Numerical example 1: Consistency in height
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Figure 11.4 Strain Energy - 80% volume - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.5 Strain Energy - 50% volume - No variation in height.
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Configuration A - 100% volume - No variation in height 
% Beams H_beams [mm] H_Infill [mm] Strain energy 

2D [mJ] 
Strain Energy 3D 
[mJ] 

Difference [%] 

0 0.0 200.0 70902.3 71735.4 1.17 
5 74.5 200.0 70224.2 68458.2 -2.51 

10 149.0 200.0 67525.1 65545.2 -2.93 
15 223.5 196.4 65337.0 65337.5 0.00 
20 298.0 184.8 61961.7 63725.3 2.85 
25 372.5 173.3 54914.8 58898.9 7.26 
30 447.0 161.7 45344.9 48865.5 7.76 
35 521.5 150.2 35203.8 38235.2 8.61 
40 595.9 138.6 27668.2 30346.8 9.68 
45 670.4 127.1 21730.6 23794.0 9.50 
50 744.9 115.5 17509.3 18381.4 4.98 
55 819.4 104.0 14394.9 14696.4 2.09 
60 893.9 92.4 12043.6 12065.1 0.18 
65 968.4 80.9 10338.9 10209.1 -1.26 
70 1042.9 69.3 9084.4 8835.9 -2.74 
75 1117.4 57.8 8190.6 7892.7 -3.64 
80 1191.9 46.2 7701.3 7349.0 -4.57 
85 1266.4 34.7 7828.4 7489.2 -4.33 
90 1340.9 23.1 10007.5 9647.2 -3.60 
95 1415.4 11.6 32562.8 28698.5 -11.87       

    
Absolute 
difference [%] 

4.58 

Table 11.1 Validation strain energy 2D model with 3D model – Configurations A

Configuration D - 100% volume - No variation in height 
% 

Beams 
H_beams 
[mm] 

H_Infill 
[mm] 

Strain energy 2D 
[mJ] 

Strain Energy 3D [mJ] Difference 
[%] 

0 0.0 200.0 70966.7 71735.4 1.08 
5 36.1 200.0 70036.4 70832.9 1.14 

10 72.2 200.0 68300.3 68755.4 0.67 
15 108.3 200.0 65532.9 67741.6 3.37 
20 144.5 200.0 61711.9 66192.4 7.26 
25 180.6 200.0 61553.0 65719.2 6.77 
30 216.7 193.6 64626.6 63741.8 -1.37 
35 252.8 179.8 57834.3 59451.2 2.80 
40 288.9 165.9 53152.3 54683.9 2.88 
45 325.0 152.1 47034.3 47599.6 1.20 
50 361.2 138.3 40658.3 40370.6 -0.71 
55 397.3 124.5 34791.3 34977.4 0.53 
60 433.4 110.6 28747.6 28796.3 0.17 
65 469.5 96.8 24767.0 23750.9 -4.10 
70 505.6 83.0 21650.1 20106.8 -7.13 
75 541.7 69.1 19328.4 17353.6 -10.22 
80 577.9 55.3 17797.4 15492.8 -12.95 
85 614.0 41.5 16957.8 14523.6 -14.35 
90 650.1 27.7 18647.5 14901.2 -20.09 
95 686.2 13.8 32562.8 25698.5 -21.08       

    
Absolute difference 
[%] 

5.99 

Table 11.2 Validation strain energy 2D model with 3D model – Configurations D
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Configuration A_100%   
2D model 3D model 

% Beams 
[-] 

Vmin 
[N/mm2] 

Tension Shear 
stress 
[N/mm2] 

Compression Shear 
stress [N/mm2] 

Tension Shear 
stress 
[N/mm2] 

Compression Shear 
Stress [N/mm2] 

5 0.442719 0.241865 0.133636 0.233723 0.13345 
10 0.442719 0.233215 0.129576 0.2229 0.13055 
15 0.424914 0.243889 0.131801 0.209055 0.118613 
20 0.384086 0.246523 0.1472 0.206293 0.127729 
25 0.357023 0.239984 0.170736 0.186529 0.14292 
30 0.337474 0.216994 0.187523 0.159761 0.159516 
35 0.322536 0.182386 0.187381 0.129139 0.152622 
40 0.310659 0.152137 0.184079 0.100847 0.141538 
45 0.300935 0.123917 0.173398 0.074178 0.125471 
50 0.292789 0.101136 0.163163 0.057771 0.111514 
55 0.285842 0.082362 0.152466 0.041374 0.100745 
60 0.279827 0.066822 0.140921 0.031636 0.089201 
65 0.274556 0.054473 0.131436 0.024585 0.079881 
70 0.269888 0.044569 0.122879 0.019478 0.072524 
75 0.265719 0.036408 0.114475 0.015267 0.066837 
80 0.261965 0.030422 0.107826 0.013506 0.060687 
85 0.258563 0.02621 0.101674 0.010816 0.057331 
90 0.255461 0.023946 0.097015 0.010269 0.052019 
95 0.252619 0.024636 0.093936 0.010279 0.049353 

Table 11.3 Validation shear stresses 2D model with 3D model – Configurations A

Configuration D_100%   
2D model 3D model 

% Beams 
[-] 

Vmin 
[N/mm2] 

Tension 
[N/mm2] 

Compression 
[N/mm2] 

Tension 
[N/mm2] 

Compression 
[N/mm2] 

5 0.442719 0.312588 0.146607 0.190822 0.133984 
10 0.442719 0.2828 0.142387 0.205671 0.137279 
15 0.442719 0.268542 0.140417 0.21724 0.136842 
20 0.442719 0.263068 0.139721 0.227545 0.140263 
25 0.442719 0.261851 0.139396 0.223633 0.139671 
30 0.429737 0.27665 0.142345 0.223076 0.138623 
35 0.406522 0.309453 0.148714 0.199085 0.14184 
40 0.388124 0.315226 0.145129 0.197143 0.139032 
45 0.373101 0.320539 0.153231 0.161662 0.12949 
50 0.360548 0.314383 0.158903 0.148329 0.127424 
55 0.349863 0.300038 0.161813 0.134262 0.122705 
60 0.340631 0.281354 0.162346 0.123275 0.119423 
65 0.332555 0.252389 0.160452 0.113145 0.117141 
70 0.325415 0.233634 0.158744 0.105739 0.112016 
75 0.319045 0.216885 0.156416 0.097419 0.109607 
80 0.313319 0.202929 0.153804 0.090102 0.101983 
85 0.308136 0.192725 0.151201 0.084957 0.098955 
90 0.303416 0.185977 0.144708 0.083267 0.099266 
95 0.299096 0.19345 0.143189 0.085054 0.097037 

 
Table 11.4 Validation shear stresses 2D model with 3D model – Configurations D
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Figure 11.6 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration A - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.7 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration A - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.8 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration B - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.9 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration B - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.10 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration C - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.11 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration C - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.12 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration D - No variation in height.
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Figure 11.13 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration D - No variation in height.
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Numerical example 2: Variation in height infill
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Figure 11.14 Strain Energy - 80% volume - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.15 Strain Energy - 50% volume - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.16 Strain Energy - 100%, 80% and 50% volume - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.17 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration A - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.18 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration A - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.19 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration B - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.20 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration B - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.21 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration C - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.22 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration C - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.23 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration D - Variation in height infill.
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Figure 11.24 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration D - Variation in height infill.
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Numerical example 3: Variation in height beams
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Figure 11.25 Strain Energy - 80% volume - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.26 Strain Energy - 50% volume - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.27 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration A - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.28 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration A - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.29 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration B - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.30 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration B - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.31 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration C - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.32 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration C - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.33 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration D - Variation in height beams.
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Figure 11.34 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration D - Variation in height beams.
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Numerical example 4: Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.35 Strain Energy - 80% volume - Variation in height beams and infill.
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Figure 11.36 Strain Energy - 50% volume - Variation in height beams and infill.
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Figure 11.37 Strain Energy - 100%, 80% and 50% volume - Variation in height beams and infill.
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Figure 11.38 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration A - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.39 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration A - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.40 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration B - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.41 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration B - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.42 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration C - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.43 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration C - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.44 Shear stresses 100% - Configuration D - Variation in height beams and infill
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Figure 11.45 Shear stresses 80% - Configuration D - Variation in height beams and infill
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11.4 Annex D: Study Cases

Study Case 1

Figure 11.46 Study Case 1 - Option 1. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.

Figure 11.47 Study Case 1 - Option 2. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.

Figure 11.48 Study Case 1 - Option 3. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.
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Figure 11.49 Study Case 1 - Option 4. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.

Study Case 2

Figure 11.50 Study Case 2 - Option 1. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.

Figure 11.51 Study Case 2 - Option 2. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.
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Figure 11.52 Study Case 2 - Option 3. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.

Figure 11.53 Study Case 2 - Option 2.2. Left: Deflection, right: Compression stress.
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11.5 Annex E: Print path
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Figure 11.54 Possible print path configuration A - 60% material reduction.
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For experimental purposes, configuration A has been printed to see if the print path mechanism
works, see figures 11.55 and 11.56. The floor has been scaled to 1m by 1m and the floor is
unreinforced. From this figure can be seen that a stopping mechanism is necessary since the
middle part was not possible to print with the current possibilities of the 3D printer. Also there
is a lot of waste material.

Figure 11.55 Printed object - configuration A - 1m x 1m

Figure 11.56 Printed object - configuration A - 1m x 1m
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11.6 Annex F: Grasshopper script

Figure 11.57 Grasshopper script overview
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11.7 Annex G: Python script 2D Model

#2D model python script simply supported 3DCP floor

#Date: 2019 -11 -06

#Author: Jason Al Juma

#E-mail: j.y.h.a. juma@student .tue.nl / jason. al@hotmail .com

#Phone: + 31627307597

###

# Importing libraries for Abaqus and python

###

from part import *

from material import *

from section import *

from assembly import *

from step import *

from interaction import *

from load import *

from mesh import *

from optimization import *

from job import *

from sketch import *

from visualization import *

from connectorBehavior import *

import section

import regionToolset

import displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm

import part

import material

import assembly

import step

import interaction

import load

import mesh

import optimization

import job

import sketch

import visualization

import xyPlot

import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo

import connectorBehavior

import section

import regionToolset

import displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm

import part

import material

import assembly

import step

import interaction

import load

import mesh

import optimization

import job

import sketch

import visualization

import xyPlot

import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo

import connectorBehavior

import os
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Config_namelist = [’ConfigA_95 ’, ’ConfigA_90 ’, ’ConfigA_85 ’, ’ConfigA_80 ’, ’

ConfigA_75 ’, ’ConfigA_70 ’, ’ConfigA_65 ’,

’ConfigA_60 ’, ’ConfigA_55 ’, ’ConfigA_50 ’,

’ConfigA_45 ’, ’ConfigA_40 ’, ’ConfigA_35 ’

, ’ConfigA_30 ’, ’ConfigA_25 ’, ’ConfigA_20

’, ’ConfigA_15 ’, ’ConfigA_10 ’, ’ConfigA_5

’, ’ConfigB_95 ’, ’ConfigB_90 ’, ’

ConfigB_85 ’, ’ConfigB_80 ’, ’ConfigB_75 ’,

’ConfigB_70 ’, ’ConfigB_65 ’, ’ConfigB_60 ’,

’ConfigB_55 ’, ’ConfigB_50 ’, ’ConfigB_45 ’

, ’ConfigB_40 ’, ’ConfigB_35 ’, ’ConfigB_30

’, ’ConfigB_25 ’, ’ConfigB_20 ’, ’

ConfigB_15 ’, ’ConfigB_10 ’, ’ConfigB_5 ’, ’

ConfigC_95 ’, ’ConfigC_90 ’, ’ConfigC_85 ’,

’ConfigC_80 ’, ’ConfigC_75 ’, ’ConfigC_70 ’,

’ConfigC_65 ’, ’ConfigC_60 ’, ’ConfigC_55 ’

, ’ConfigC_50 ’, ’ConfigC_45 ’, ’ConfigC_40

’, ’ConfigC_35 ’, ’ConfigC_30 ’, ’

ConfigC_25 ’, ’ConfigC_20 ’, ’ConfigC_15 ’,

’ConfigC_10 ’, ’ConfigC_5 ’, ’ConfigD_95 ’,

’ConfigD_90 ’, ’ConfigD_85 ’, ’ConfigD_80 ’,

’ConfigD_75 ’, ’ConfigD_70 ’, ’ConfigD_65 ’

, ’ConfigD_60 ’, ’ConfigD_55 ’, ’ConfigD_50

’, ’ConfigD_45 ’, ’ConfigD_40 ’, ’

ConfigD_35 ’, ’ConfigD_30 ’, ’ConfigD_25 ’,

’ConfigD_20 ’, ’ConfigD_15 ’, ’ConfigD_10 ’,

’ConfigD_5 ’]

def input(Config_name):

#Data from Grasshopper

BcX = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’BCX.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

BcX.append(elementNumber)

BcY = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’BCY.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

BcY.append(elementNumber)

BcZ = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’BCZ.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

BcZ.append(elementNumber)

x = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"
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filepath = ghPath + ’x.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

x.append(elementNumber)

y = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’y.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

y.append(elementNumber)

z = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’z.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

z.append(elementNumber)

x2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’x2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

x2.append(elementNumber)

y2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’y2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

y2.append(elementNumber)

z2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’z2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

z2.append(elementNumber)

xmid = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’xmid.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

xmid.append(elementNumber)

ymid = []
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ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’ymid.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

ymid.append(elementNumber)

zmid = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’zmid.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

zmid.append(elementNumber)

xmid1 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’xmid1.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

xmid1.append(elementNumber)

ymid1 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’ymid1.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

ymid1.append(elementNumber)

zmid1 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’zmid1.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

zmid1.append(elementNumber)

xmid2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’xmid2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

xmid2.append(elementNumber)

ymid2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’ymid2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)
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ymid2.append(elementNumber)

zmid2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’zmid2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

zmid2.append(elementNumber)

xmid3 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’xmid3.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

xmid3.append(elementNumber)

ymid3 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’ymid3.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

ymid3.append(elementNumber)

zmid3 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’zmid3.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

zmid3.append(elementNumber)

#Height Beams1

HBeams1 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HBeams1.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HBeams1.append(elementNumber)

#Height Beams2

HBeams2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HBeams2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HBeams2.append(elementNumber)

#Height Beams3

HBeams3 = []
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ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HBeams3.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HBeams3.append(elementNumber)

#Height Beams4

HBeams4 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HBeams4.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HBeams4.append(elementNumber)

#Height Beams5

HBeams5 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HBeams5.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HBeams5.append(elementNumber)

#Width Beams

WBeams = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’WBeams.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

WBeams.append(elementNumber)

#Height Infill Buiten

HInfillBuiten = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HInfillBuiten.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HInfillBuiten.append(elementNumber)

#Height Infill Tussen

HInfillTussen = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HInfillTussen.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HInfillTussen.append(elementNumber)

#Height Infill Midden

HInfillMidden = []
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ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’HInfillMidden.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

HInfillMidden.append(elementNumber)

#Number of Beams and Infill

n = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’n.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

n.append(elementNumber)

#Density

Density = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’Density.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

Density.append(elementNumber)

#Name Job

Job_name = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’Job_name.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

Job_name.append(points)

return (BcX , BcY , BcZ , Density , x, y, z, x2 , y2 , z2, xmid , ymid , zmid , xmid1 ,

ymid1 , zmid1 , xmid2 , ymid2 , zmid2 ,

xmid3 , ymid3 , zmid3 , WBeams , HBeams1 ,

HBeams2 , HBeams3 , HBeams4 , HBeams5 ,

HInfillBuiten , HInfillTussen ,

HInfillMidden , n, Job_name)

#loop

for i in range(0, 76):

Config_name = Config_namelist[i]

BcX , BcY , BcZ , Density , x, y, z, x2, y2, z2, xmid , ymid , zmid , xmid1 , ymid1 ,

zmid1 , xmid2 , ymid2 , zmid2 , xmid3 ,

ymid3 , zmid3 , WBeams , HBeams1 ,

HBeams2 , HBeams3 , HBeams4 , HBeams5 ,

HInfillBuiten , HInfillTussen ,

HInfillMidden , n, Job_name = input(

Config_name)

#Import Sketch Beams

mdb.openIges(

’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\

grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

Iteration data\\’+str(Config_name

)+’\\ Beams1.igs’
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, msbo=0, scaleFromFile=OFF , topology=WIRE , trimCurve=DEFAULT , uniteWires=

OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketchFromGeometryFile(geometryFile=mdb.acis ,

name=’Beams1 ’, scale=1.0)

mdb.openIges(

’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\

grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

Iteration data\\’+str(Config_name

)+’\\ Beams2.igs’

, msbo=0, scaleFromFile=OFF , topology=WIRE , trimCurve=DEFAULT , uniteWires=

OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketchFromGeometryFile(geometryFile=mdb.acis ,

name=’Beams2 ’, scale=1.0)

mdb.openIges(

’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\

grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

Iteration data\\’+str(Config_name

)+’\\ Beams3.igs’

, msbo=0, scaleFromFile=OFF , topology=WIRE , trimCurve=DEFAULT , uniteWires=

OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketchFromGeometryFile(geometryFile=mdb.acis ,

name=’Beams3 ’, scale=1.0)

mdb.openIges(

’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\

grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

Iteration data\\’+str(Config_name

)+’\\ Beams4.igs’

, msbo=0, scaleFromFile=OFF , topology=WIRE , trimCurve=DEFAULT , uniteWires=

OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketchFromGeometryFile(geometryFile=mdb.acis ,

name=’Beams4 ’, scale=1.0)

mdb.openIges(

’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\

grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

Iteration data\\’+str(Config_name

)+’\\ Beams5.igs’

, msbo=0, scaleFromFile=OFF , topology=WIRE , trimCurve=DEFAULT , uniteWires=

OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketchFromGeometryFile(geometryFile=mdb.acis ,

name=’Beams5 ’, scale=1.0)

#Create part 1-5 - Beams

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__ ’, sheetSize=200.0)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].sketchOptions.setValues(

gridOrigin=(2500.0, 2500.0))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].retrieveSketch(sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’Beams1 ’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D , name=’Part -1’, type=

DEFORMABLE_BODY)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -1’].BaseShellExtrude(depth=(HBeams1[0]),

sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’])

del mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’]

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__ ’, sheetSize=200.0)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].sketchOptions.setValues(

gridOrigin=(2500.0, 2500.0))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].retrieveSketch(sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’Beams2 ’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D , name=’Part -2’, type=

DEFORMABLE_BODY)
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mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -2’].BaseShellExtrude(depth=(HBeams2[0]),

sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’])

del mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’]

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__ ’, sheetSize=200.0)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].sketchOptions.setValues(

gridOrigin=(2500.0, 2500.0))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].retrieveSketch(sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’Beams3 ’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D , name=’Part -3’, type=

DEFORMABLE_BODY)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -3’].BaseShellExtrude(depth=(HBeams3[0]),

sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’])

del mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’]

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__ ’, sheetSize=200.0)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].sketchOptions.setValues(

gridOrigin=(2500.0, 2500.0))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].retrieveSketch(sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’Beams4 ’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D , name=’Part -4’, type=

DEFORMABLE_BODY)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -4’].BaseShellExtrude(depth=(HBeams4[0]),

sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’])

del mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’]

mdb.models[’Model -1’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__ ’, sheetSize=200.0)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].sketchOptions.setValues(

gridOrigin=(2500.0, 2500.0))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’].retrieveSketch(sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’Beams5 ’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D , name=’Part -5’, type=

DEFORMABLE_BODY)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -5’].BaseShellExtrude(depth=(HBeams5[0]),

sketch=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’])

del mdb.models[’Model -1’].sketches[’__profile__ ’]

#Import Part 6 - Infill

mdb.openStep(

’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\

grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

Iteration data\\’+str(Config_name

)+’\\ Infill.stp’

, scaleFromFile=OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].PartFromGeometryFile(combine=True , dimensionality=THREE_D

, geometryFile=mdb.acis , name=’Part -6’, type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

#Create Material

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Material(name=’Material -1’)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].materials[’Material -1’].Elastic(table=((25000.0, 0.3), ))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].materials[’Material -1’].Density(table=((float(Density[0])

*1e-12, ), ))

#Create Section 1

mdb.models[’Model -1’].HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION ,

integrationRule=SIMPSON , material=’Material -1’, name=’Section -1’,

numIntPts=5, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT , preIntegrate=OFF , temperature=

GRADIENT , thickness=(WBeams[0]), thicknessField=’’, thicknessModulus=None ,

thicknessType=UNIFORM , useDensity=OFF)
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#Create Section 2

mdb.models[’Model -1’].HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION ,

integrationRule=SIMPSON , material=’Material -1’, name=’Section -2’,

numIntPts=5, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT , preIntegrate=OFF , temperature=

GRADIENT , thickness=(HInfillBuiten[0]), thicknessField=’’, thicknessModulus

=None ,

thicknessType=UNIFORM , useDensity=OFF)

#Create Section 3

mdb.models[’Model -1’].HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION ,

integrationRule=SIMPSON , material=’Material -1’, name=’Section -3’,

numIntPts=5, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT , preIntegrate=OFF , temperature=

GRADIENT , thickness=(HInfillTussen[0]), thicknessField=’’, thicknessModulus

=None ,

thicknessType=UNIFORM , useDensity=OFF)

#Create Section 4

mdb.models[’Model -1’].HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION ,

integrationRule=SIMPSON , material=’Material -1’, name=’Section -4’,

numIntPts=5, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT , preIntegrate=OFF , temperature=

GRADIENT , thickness=(HInfillMidden[0]), thicknessField=’’, thicknessModulus

=None ,

thicknessType=UNIFORM , useDensity=OFF)

#Assign section beams

for i in range (0, len(x)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -1’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -1’].faces.findAt (((x[i], y[i], z[i]

), (z[i], z[i], z[i])), )),

sectionName=’Section -1’,

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)

for i in range (0, len(x)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -2’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -2’].faces.findAt (((x[i], y[i], z[i]

), (z[i], z[i], z[i])), )),

sectionName=’Section -1’,

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)

for i in range (0, len(x)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -3’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -3’].faces.findAt (((x[i], y[i], z[i]

), (z[i], z[i], z[i])), )),

sectionName=’Section -1’,

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)

for i in range (0, len(x)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -4’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -4’].faces.findAt (((x[i], y[i], z[i]

), (z[i], z[i], z[i])), )),

sectionName=’Section -1’,

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)

for i in range (0, len(x)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -5’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -5’].faces.findAt (((x[i], y[i], z[i]

), (z[i], z[i], z[i])), )),

sectionName=’Section -1’,

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
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#Assign section Infill

for i in range (0, len(xmid1)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=BOTTOM_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’].faces.findAt ((( xmid1[i], ymid1[

i], zmid1[i]), (zmid1[i], zmid1[i

], zmid1[i])), )), sectionName=’

Section -2’, thicknessAssignment=

FROM_SECTION)

for i in range (0, len(xmid2)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=BOTTOM_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’].faces.findAt ((( xmid2[i], ymid2[

i], zmid2[i]), (zmid2[i], zmid2[i

], zmid2[i])), )), sectionName=’

Section -3’, thicknessAssignment=

FROM_SECTION)

for i in range (0, len(xmid3)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,

offsetField=’’, offsetType=BOTTOM_SURFACE , region=Region(

faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’].faces.findAt ((( xmid3[i], ymid3[

i], zmid3[i]), (zmid3[i], zmid3[i

], zmid3[i])), )), sectionName=’

Section -4’, thicknessAssignment=

FROM_SECTION)

#Create instances

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=’Part -1-1’,

part=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -1’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=’Part -2-1’,

part=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -2’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=’Part -3-1’,

part=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -3’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=’Part -4-1’,

part=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -4’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=’Part -5-1’,

part=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -5’])

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=’Part -6-1’,

part=mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -6’])

#Merge instances

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly._previewMergeMeshes(instances=(

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -1-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -2-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -3-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -4-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -5-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -6-1’]),

keepOnlyOrphanElems=True , nodeMergingTolerance=1e-06)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.InstanceFromBooleanMerge(domain=BOTH ,

instances=(mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -1-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -2-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -3-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -4-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -5-1’],

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -6-1’]), mergeNodes=

BOUNDARY_ONLY , name=’Part -7’, nodeMergingTolerance=1e-06 ,

originalInstances=SUPPRESS)

#Edit section height

for i in n:

mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.regenerate ()
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mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -7’].sectionAssignments[(int(i))].

setValues(offset=

0.0, offsetField=’’, offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE)

#Creating step

mdb.models[’Model -1’].StaticStep(name=’Step -1’, previous=’Initial ’)

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].assemblyDisplay.setValues(step=’Step -1’)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].fieldOutputRequests[’F-Output -1’].setValues(variables=(

’S’, ’PE’, ’PEEQ’, ’PEMAG’, ’LE’, ’U’, ’RF’, ’RM’, ’CF’, ’SF’, ’TF’ , ’RT’

,

’CSTRESS ’, ’CDISP’))

#Create mesh

for i in range (0, len(x)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -7’].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER ,

deviationFactor=0.1, edges=

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -7’].edges.findAt (((x[i], y[i], z[i]), (z[

i], z[i], z[i]), ), ), size=200.0

)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[’Part -7’].generateMesh ()

#BC Zijkanten

BClist = []

for i in range(0,len(x2)):

BClist.append(’BC -’+str(i))

for i in range (0, len(x2)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET , createStepName=’Step -

1’,

distributionType=UNIFORM , fieldName=’’, fixed=OFF , localCsys=None , name

=

BClist[i], region=Region(

edges=mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -7-1’].edges.

findAt(

((x2[i], y2[i], z2[i]), ), )), u3=0.0, ur1=UNSET , ur2=UNSET , ur3=

UNSET)

#BC Midden

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].assemblyDisplay.setValues(loads=ON, bcs=ON,

predefinedFields=ON, connectors=ON , adaptiveMeshConstraints=OFF)

a = mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly

v1 = a.instances[’Part -7-1’].vertices

verts1 = v1.findAt ((( 2500.0, 2500.0, 0.0), ))

region = regionToolset.Region(vertices=verts1)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].DisplacementBC(name=’BC-Midden ’, createStepName=’Step -1’,

region=region , u1=0.0, u2=0.0, ur3=UNSET , amplitude=UNSET , fixed=OFF ,

distributionType=UNIFORM , fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)

#Create Load

Loadlist = []

for i in range(0,len(xmid)):

Loadlist.append(’Load -’+str(i))

for i in range (0, len(xmid)):

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Pressure(amplitude=UNSET , createStepName=’Step -1’,

distributionType=UNIFORM , field=’’, magnitude=-0.005 , name=Loadlist[i],

region=Region(

side1Faces=mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly.instances[’Part -7-1’].faces.

findAt(

((xmid[i], ymid[i], zmid[i]), (zmid[i], zmid[i], zmid[i])), )))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Gravity(name=’Load -d’, createStepName=’Step -1’,

comp3=9810 , distributionType=UNIFORM , field=’’)

os.chdir(r"C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ODB data\\

"+str(Config_name))
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#Create Job

mdb.Job(atTime=None , contactPrint=OFF , description=’’, echoPrint=OFF ,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE , getMemoryFromAnalysis=True , historyPrint=OFF ,

memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE , model=’Model -1’, modelPrint=OFF ,

multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT , name=str(Job_name[0]), nodalOutputPrecision=

SINGLE , numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, queue=None , resultsFormat=ODB , scratch=’’,

type=ANALYSIS , userSubroutine=’’, waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

mdb.jobs[str(Job_name[0])].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)

mdb.jobs[str(Job_name[0])].waitForCompletion ()

mdb.close()

os.chdir(r"C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ODB data\\

"+str(Config_name))

#Output

#Get External energy of model and Export External Energy

odb = openOdb(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al

Juma\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ODB

data\\’+str(Config_name)+’\\’+str(

Config_name)+’.odb’)

ExternalEnergy = []

for step in odb.steps.values ():

stepALLWK = step.historyRegions[’Assembly ASSEMBLY ’].historyOutputs[’ALLWK’

].data[-1][1]

ExternalEnergy.append(stepALLWK)

#print( stepALLWK)

fh = open(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ External

Energy \\’+str(Job_name[0])+’.txt’, ’w

’)

fh.write(str(ExternalEnergy[0]))

#fh.close ()

#Get Max S12 stresses of model and Export

pathNameODB =(’C:\\ Users \\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al

Juma\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ODB

data\\’+str(Config_name)+’\\’+str(

Config_name)+’.odb’)

nLC = 1

odb = openOdb(pathNameODB)

Lengthlist = len(odb.steps[(’Step -’+str(1))].frames[1].fieldOutputs[’S’].values

)

#Read S12 stresses

fieldOutputsSLC = odb.steps[(’Step -’+str(1))].frames[1].fieldOutputs[’S’]

for j in range(0, Lengthlist):

S11PartC = fieldOutputsSLC.values[j].data[1]

totalStressesLC.append(S11PartC)

#print (’ totalStressesLC : ’, totalStressesLC )

MaxS12 = max(totalStressesLC , key=abs)

#print(MaxS12)

fh = open(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

StressesS11 \\’+str(Job_name[0])+’.txt
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’, ’w’)

fh.write(str(MaxS12))

fh.close ()

#print (’ totalStressesLC : ’, totalStressesLC )

#mdb.models[’Model -1 ’]. StaticStep (name=’Step -1’, previous=’Initial ’)

#session. viewports[’Viewport: 1 ’]. assemblyDisplay . setValues(step=’Step -1 ’)

#mdb.models[’Model -1 ’]. fieldOutputRequests [’F-Output -1 ’]. setValues (variables =(

#’S’, ’PE ’, ’PEEQ ’, ’PEMAG ’, ’LE ’, ’U’, ’RF ’, ’RM ’, ’CF ’, ’SF ’,

#’CSTRESS ’, ’CDISP ’))

#Get Max Reaction Force of model and Export

# pathNameODB =(’C:\\ Users \\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al

Juma \\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\ ODB

data \\’+ str( Config_name )+’\\’+ str(

Config_name )+’.odb ’)

odb = openOdb(pathNameODB)

Lengthlist = len(odb.steps[(’Step -’+str(1))].frames[1].fieldOutputs[’RF’].

values)

#Read Reaction Force

fieldOutputsSLC = odb.steps[(’Step -’+str(1))].frames[1].fieldOutputs[’RF’]

for j in range(0, Lengthlist):

Rf3PartC = fieldOutputsSLC.values[j].data[2]

Rf3LC.append(Rf3PartC)

#print (’ totalStressesLC : ’, totalStressesLC )

#MaxRf3 = max(Rf3LC , key=abs)

#print (’MaxRf3: ’, MaxRf3)

fh = open(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data13_100 \\

ReactionForces \\’+str(Job_name[0])+’.

txt’, ’w’)

for i in range(0, len(Rf3LC)):

fh.write(str(Rf3LC[i])+’\n’)

fh.close ()
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11.8 Annex H: Python script 3D Model

#3D model python script simply supported 3DCP floor

#Date: 2019 -11 -06

#Author: Jason Al Juma

#E-mail: j.y.h.a. juma@student .tue.nl / jason. al@hotmail .com

#Phone: + 31627307597

###

# Importing libraries for Abaqus and python

###

from part import *

from material import *

from section import *

from assembly import *

from step import *

from interaction import *

from load import *

from mesh import *

from optimization import *

from job import *

from sketch import *

from visualization import *

from connectorBehavior import *

import section

import regionToolset

import displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm

import part

import material

import assembly

import step

import interaction

import load

import mesh

import optimization

import job

import sketch

import visualization

import xyPlot

import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo

import connectorBehavior

import section

import regionToolset

import displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm

import part

import material

import assembly

import step

import interaction

import load

import mesh

import optimization

import job

import sketch

import visualization

import xyPlot

import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo

import connectorBehavior

import os
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Config_namelist = [’ConfigA_95 ’, ’ConfigA_90 ’, ’ConfigA_85 ’, ’ConfigA_80 ’, ’

ConfigA_75 ’, ’ConfigA_70 ’, ’ConfigA_65 ’,

’ConfigA_60 ’, ’ConfigA_55 ’, ’ConfigA_50 ’,

’ConfigA_45 ’, ’ConfigA_40 ’, ’ConfigA_35 ’

, ’ConfigA_30 ’, ’ConfigA_25 ’, ’ConfigA_20

’, ’ConfigA_15 ’, ’ConfigA_10 ’, ’ConfigA_5

’, ’ConfigB_95 ’, ’ConfigB_90 ’, ’

ConfigB_85 ’, ’ConfigB_80 ’, ’ConfigB_75 ’,

’ConfigB_70 ’, ’ConfigB_65 ’, ’ConfigB_60 ’,

’ConfigB_55 ’, ’ConfigB_50 ’, ’ConfigB_45 ’

, ’ConfigB_40 ’, ’ConfigB_35 ’, ’ConfigB_30

’, ’ConfigB_25 ’, ’ConfigB_20 ’, ’

ConfigB_15 ’, ’ConfigB_10 ’, ’ConfigB_5 ’, ’

ConfigC_95 ’, ’ConfigC_90 ’, ’ConfigC_85 ’,

’ConfigC_80 ’, ’ConfigC_75 ’, ’ConfigC_70 ’,

’ConfigC_65 ’, ’ConfigC_60 ’, ’ConfigC_55 ’

, ’ConfigC_50 ’, ’ConfigC_45 ’, ’ConfigC_40

’, ’ConfigC_35 ’, ’ConfigC_30 ’, ’

ConfigC_25 ’, ’ConfigC_20 ’, ’ConfigC_15 ’,

’ConfigC_10 ’, ’ConfigC_5 ’, ’ConfigD_95 ’,

’ConfigD_90 ’, ’ConfigD_85 ’, ’ConfigD_80 ’,

’ConfigD_75 ’, ’ConfigD_70 ’, ’ConfigD_65 ’

, ’ConfigD_60 ’, ’ConfigD_55 ’, ’ConfigD_50

’, ’ConfigD_45 ’, ’ConfigD_40 ’, ’

ConfigD_35 ’, ’ConfigD_30 ’, ’ConfigD_25 ’,

’ConfigD_20 ’, ’ConfigD_15 ’, ’ConfigD_10 ’,

’ConfigD_5 ’]

def input(Config_name):

#Data from Grasshopper

x = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’x.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

x.append(elementNumber)

y = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’y.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

y.append(elementNumber)

z = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’z.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

z.append(elementNumber)

x2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"
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filepath = ghPath + ’x2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

x2.append(elementNumber)

y2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’y2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

y2.append(elementNumber)

z2 = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’z2.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

z2.append(elementNumber)

xmid = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’xmid.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

xmid.append(elementNumber)

ymid = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’ymid.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

ymid.append(elementNumber)

zmid = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’zmid.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

elementNumber = eval(points)

zmid.append(elementNumber)

#Name Job

Job_name = []

ghPath = "C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration

data\\"+str(Config_name)+"\\"

filepath = ghPath + ’Job_name.txt’

for line in open(filepath , ’r’).readlines ():

points = line.strip(’\n’)

Job_name.append(points)
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return (x, y, z, x2, y2, z2 , xmid , ymid , zmid , Job_name)

#Loop

for i in range(0, 76):

Config_name = Config_namelist[i]

x, y, z, x2, y2, z2, xmid , ymid , zmid , Job_name = input(Config_name)

#Import 3D model

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].setValues(displayedObject=None)

acis = mdb.openAcis(’C:\\ Users \\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\

Milestone_Jason Al Juma\\ grasshopper

\\ Data21_50 \\ Iteration data\\’+str(

Config_name)+’\\ Model.sat’,

scaleFromFile=OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].PartFromGeometryFile(name=str(Config_name),

geometryFile=acis , combine=True , mergeSolidRegions=True ,

stitchTolerance=0.001 , dimensionality=THREE_D , type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

p = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].setValues(displayedObject=p)

#Create Material

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Material(name=’Material -1’)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].materials[’Material -1’].Elastic(table=((25000.0, 0.3), ))

mdb.models[’Model -1’].materials[’Material -1’].Density(table=((2400.0e-12, ), ))

#Create section

mdb.models[’Model -1’].HomogeneousSolidSection(name=’Section -1’,

material=’Material -1’, thickness=1.0)

#Assign section

p1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

c = p1.cells

cells = c.findAt (((2500 , 2500 , 0), ))

region = regionToolset.Region(cells=cells)

p1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

p1.SectionAssignment(region=region , sectionName=’Section -1’, offset=0.0,

offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE , offsetField=’’,

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)

#Create instance

a = mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly

a2 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly

a2.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)

p = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

a2.Instance(name=str(Config_name), part=p, dependent=ON)

#Create step

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].assemblyDisplay.setValues(

adaptiveMeshConstraints=ON, optimizationTasks=OFF ,

geometricRestrictions=OFF , stopConditions=OFF)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].StaticStep(name=’Step -1’, previous=’Initial ’)

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].assemblyDisplay.setValues(step=’Step -1’)

#Create BC

BClist = []

for i in range(0,len(x2)):

BClist.append(’BC -’+str(i))

for i in range (0, len(x2)):

a1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly

e1 = a1.instances[str(Config_name)].edges

edges1 = e1.findAt (((x2[i], y2[i], z2[i]), ))

region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges1)
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mdb.models[’Model -1’].DisplacementBC(name=BClist[i], createStepName=’Step -1

’,

region=region , u1=UNSET , u2=UNSET , u3=0.0, ur1=UNSET , ur2=UNSET ,

ur3=UNSET , amplitude=UNSET , fixed=OFF , distributionType=UNIFORM ,

fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)

#Create Load

Loadlist = []

for i in range(0,len(xmid)):

Loadlist.append(’Load -’+str(i))

for i in range (0, len(xmid)):

a1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].rootAssembly

s1 = a1.instances[str(Config_name)].faces

side1Faces1 = s1.findAt ((( xmid[i], ymid[i], zmid[i]), (zmid[i], zmid[i],

zmid[i])), )

region = regionToolset.Region(side1Faces=side1Faces1)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Pressure(name=Loadlist[i], createStepName=’Step -1’,

region=region , distributionType=UNIFORM , field=’’, magnitude=0.005 ,

amplitude=UNSET)

mdb.models[’Model -1’].Gravity(name=’Gravity ’, createStepName=’Step -1’,

comp3=-9810.0, distributionType=UNIFORM , field=’’)

#Create Mesh

p = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].setValues(displayedObject=p)

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].partDisplay.setValues(sectionAssignments=OFF ,

engineeringFeatures=OFF , mesh=ON)

session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].partDisplay.meshOptions.setValues(

meshTechnique=ON)

p = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

e = p.edges

pickedEdges = e[0:3536]

p1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges , size=200.0, deviationFactor=0.1,

constraint=FINER)

p1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

c = p1.cells

pickedRegions = c.findAt (((2500 , 2500 , 0.0), ))

p1.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions , elemShape=TET , technique=FREE)

elemType1 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=C3D20R , elemLibrary=STANDARD)

elemType2 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=C3D15 , elemLibrary=STANDARD)

elemType3 = mesh.ElemType(elemCode=C3D10 , elemLibrary=STANDARD)

p1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

c = p1.cells

cells = c[0:1]

pickedRegions =(cells , )

p1.setElementType(regions=pickedRegions , elemTypes=(elemType1 , elemType2 ,

elemType3))

p1 = mdb.models[’Model -1’].parts[str(Config_name)]

p1.generateMesh ()

os.chdir(r"C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ODB data\\"

+str(Config_name))

#Create Job

mdb.Job(atTime=None , contactPrint=OFF , description=’’, echoPrint=OFF ,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE , getMemoryFromAnalysis=True , historyPrint=OFF ,

memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE , model=’Model -1’, modelPrint=OFF ,

multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT , name=str(Job_name[0]), nodalOutputPrecision=

SINGLE , numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, queue=None , resultsFormat=ODB , scratch=’’,

type=ANALYSIS , userSubroutine=’’, waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)
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mdb.jobs[str(Job_name[0])].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)

mdb.jobs[str(Job_name[0])].waitForCompletion ()

mdb.close()

#Output

#Get External Energy

odb = openOdb(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al

Juma\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ODB

data\\’+str(Config_name)+’\\’+str(

Config_name)+’.odb’)

ExternalEnergy = []

for step in odb.steps.values ():

stepALLWK = step.historyRegions[’Assembly ASSEMBLY ’].historyOutputs[’ALLWK’

].data[-1][1]

ExternalEnergy.append(stepALLWK)

#print( stepALLWK)

fh = open(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ External

Energy \\’+str(Job_name[0])+’.txt’, ’w

’)

fh.write(str(ExternalEnergy[0]))

fh.close ()

#Get Max Reaction Force

pathNameODB =(’C:\\ Users \\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al

Juma\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\ODB

data\\’+str(Config_name)+’\\’+str(

Config_name)+’.odb’)

#nLC = 1

odb = openOdb(pathNameODB)

Lengthlist = len(odb.steps[(’Step -’+str(1))].frames[1].fieldOutputs[’RF’].

values)

Rf3LC = []

#Read Reaction Force

fieldOutputsSLC = odb.steps[(’Step -’+str(1))].frames[1].fieldOutputs[’RF’]

for j in range(0, Lengthlist):

Rf3PartC = fieldOutputsSLC.values[j].data[2]

Rf3LC.append(Rf3PartC)

fh = open(’C:\\ Users\\ s146339 \\ OneDrive - TU Eindhoven \\ Milestone_Jason Al Juma

\\ grasshopper \\ Data21_50 \\

ReactionForces \\’+str(Job_name[0])+’.

txt’, ’w’)

for i in range(0, len(Rf3LC)):

fh.write(str(Rf3LC[i])+’\n’)

fh.close ()
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